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Life is never quiet at QMU and this summer has 
been a whirlwind of awards, student showcase 
events and graduation celebrations. 

We were delighted to be a winner at the !rst 
Herald Higher Education Awards in July. Our 
PR team won ‘Campaign of the Year’ for our 
‘Recipe for Success’ campaign which promoted 
our knowledge exchange work in food and drink 
and helped launch QMU’s Scottish Centre for 
Food Development and Innovation in December 
last year. 

We were also pleased that our graduate 
employment rate rose to 94.4%, which is 
well above the sector average. This means 
that 94.4% of graduates !nd work or go into 
employment within six months of graduation. On 

graduation day in July, I was heartened to meet so many of 
our students who had already secured work in their specialist 
area, even before reaching their graduation date. 

In the run up to graduation my senior team was fortunate 
to attend several student-led events which showcased the 
work of our talented student groups. Our Costume Showcase 
was a spectacle with theatrical and outlandish creations 
capturing the audience’s imagination. The catwalk style 
performance has become one of the most talked about 
events in the academic calendar. Fiona Hyslop, Cabinet 
Secretary for Culture, Europe and External Affairs joined 
us at the Edinburgh Filmhouse for QMU’s annual Film and 
Media Degree Show. This event has grown substantially 
in prominence and this year, over 200 people enjoyed an 
impressive variety of short promotional films, drama and 
documentaries from 2nd, 3rd and 4th year students. 

Queen Margaret Children’s University, our ambitious 
widening access initiative for 5 – 14 year olds, is proving to 
have a signi!cant appeal for young children, their families 
and schools. We are delighted that the project has been so 
successful, in such a short period of time, in harnessing the 
enthusiasm of children for learning opportunities beyond the 
classroom. The !rst graduation ceremony for children from 
Midlothian schools took place at QMU in June and you can 
can read more about it and see the fun photos on page 7. 

QMU’s work is focused on improving quality of life. We 
are, of course, delighted that so many organisations and 
individuals outside of the University support us in achieving 
this. You can read more about our important work in 
osteoporosis and our aim of improving the knowledge and 
skills of frontline healthcare staff who are involved in the 
care of patients with the condition. The Lydia Osteoporosis 
Project builds on our existing knowledge within our nursing 
specialism and has only been made possible by a substantial 
donation from anonymous benefactors. Read more on 
page 16. 

As always, we are delighted to share news of our student 
and graduate successes and we hope that many of our stories 
in this issue demonstrate the power of our employability 
initiatives such as our inspiring internship programmes. We 
do hope that you will continue to stay connected with the 
University, eg by mentoring a student, offering an internship, 
donating to the Student Fund, supporting our research, 
remembering us in your will or just sharing your news via our 
alumni team. 

Professor Petra Wend, PhD, FRSA, FRSE
Principal and Vice Chancellor
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh

Principal’s Introduction

Costume
Showcase
Performing Arts students model stunning 

creations developed by undergraduates 
from QMU's BA(Hons) Costume Design and 

Contruction.

£150 could be yours! 
QMU introduces the Alumni Referral Scheme
An alumni referral scheme has been 
introduced as a way of thanking alumni who 
recommend QMU as a place to study. 
;OL�ZJOLTL�OHZ�ILLU�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�ZL[�\W�MVY�[OL�

MBA and MSc International Management and 
3LHKLYZOPW�JV\YZLZ���:V��PM�̀ V\�OH]L�H�MYPLUK�̂ OV�
would like to study a MBA or MSc International 
Management and Leadership course at QMU, 
[OLU�^O`�UV[�YLMLY�[OLT�HUK�`V\�JV\SK�YLJLP]L�

������;OPZ�ZJOLTL�PZ�VWLU�[V�J\YYLU[�HUK�MVYTLY�
84<�Z[\KLU[Z�^OV�YLMLY�H�MYPLUK�^OV�NVLZ�VU[V�
study at our Edinburgh campus.  
9LMLYYPUN�H�MYPLUK�PZ�LHZ �̀�(SS�`V\�OH]L�[V�KV�PZ�

NV�VUSPUL�HUK�JVTWSL[L�[OL�MVYT�H[�^^ �̂XT\�
HJ�\R�HS\TUPFHUKFMYPLUKZ�YLMLY�H�MYPLUK�JMT

If you have any questions,  
E: alumnireferral@qmu.ac.uk U

facebook.com/
QueenMargaretUniversity

@QMUniversity
twitter.com/QMUniversity

@qmuni 
instagram.com/qmuni
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Graduate employment 
rate goes up!

QM U ’ S  G R A D U A T E 
EMPLOYMENT rate has risen 
to 94.4% and is above the 

sector average. This means that 
 �����VM�NYHK\H[LZ�ÄUK�^VYR�VY�NV�
into employment within six months of 
graduation. 
Source: Higher Education Statistics 
Agency (HESA) July 2015 U

'Campaign of the Year' for 
food and drink PR

QMU WAS AWARDED the title 
of ‘Campaign of the Year’ 
for its ‘Recipe for Success’ 

campaign at the Herald Higher 
Education Awards in July. The award 
recognises the PR work which helped 
launch QMU’s Scottish Centre for 
Food Development and Innovation in 
December 2014. It also acknowledges 
the work of QMU’s PR and knowledge 
exchange teams in supporting growth 
and development within Scotland’s 
small and medium sized food and 
drink businesses. 

The Herald Higher Education Awards 
recognise the high standard of education 
[OH[� PZ�VќLYLK�[OYV\NOV\[�:JV[SHUK�HUK�
the innovative ways in which institutions 
market themselves and engage with their 
audiences. 

Lynne Russell, Communications Manager 
at QMU, said: “QMU has a rich history in 
food and nutrition having been established 
in 1875 to tackle the dietary issues facing 
the urban poor. As a result, the original 
institution focused on educating young 
women in nutrition and management, 
equipping them to improve people’s diet 
and contribute positively to the most 
pressing needs of society.  Our ‘Recipe for 
Success’ campaign was inspired by this 
history.” 

Today, the University’s expertise in food 
and drink includes undergraduate and 
postgraduate courses as well as specialist 
commercial research that supports the 
development of food and drink businesses. 
QMU’s knowledge exchange work ranges 
from nutritional analysis through to 
development of functional products which 
LUOHUJL�OLHS[O�HUK�VќLY�WYHJ[PJHS�ZVS\[PVUZ�
for industry. 

Lynne continued: “Our winning PR 
campaign focused on the launch of our 
Scottish Centre for Food Development 
& Innovation, and how the Centre’s 
facilities and research expertise is helping 
strengthen Scotland’s position as a leader 
in food and drink innovation in Europe.” 

Louise Elder, Director of Black and Gold 
rapeseed oil, said: “QMU’s communications 
team and business manager are passionate 
about promoting the University’s expertise 
in food and drink as well as its support of 
SVJHS�WYVK\JLYZ��4`�I\ZPULZZ�OHZ�ILULÄ[LK�
greatly from my involved with QMU. Not 
only did the academics conduct the 
nutritional analysis of my rapeseed oil, the 
communications team helped promote the 
U\[YP[PVUHS�ILULÄ[Z�VM�T`�WYVK\J[�^OPJO�
went far beyond my expectations.” 

Louise concluded: “Work ing in 
partnership is a major driver for the 
University and after my initial research 
project concluded, the PR and business 
teams have continued to provide me 

with further marketing, networking and 
development opportunities. This is a 
well-deserved win and I hope news of 
QMU’s work in this area encourages more 
food and drink companies to harness 
the expertise that is available within the 
university.” U

Principal elected as 
Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh

QMU’S PRINCIPAL, Professor 
Petra Wend, has been elected 
as Fellow of the Royal Society 

of Edinburgh.
Spanning the arts, business, and science 

and technology sectors, Professor Wend 
joins the Royal Society of Edinburgh in its 
work to place the advancement of learning 
and useful knowledge at the centre of 
public life in Scotland.

Keir Bloomer, Chair of the QMU Court, 
said:  “This prestigious accolade not only 
recognises Professor Wend’s individual 
success as a higher education leader, but 
HSZV�HZ�HU� PUZWPYH[PVUHS�ÄN\YL� MVY�`V\UN�
people.”

In joining the RSE, Professor Wend will 
work with a team of talented individuals 
to strengthen the Society’s capacity to 
support excellence across all areas of 
academic and public life, both in Scotland 
HUK�M\Y[OLY�HÄLSK�¹�U

Principal appointed to Commission on 
Widening Access

PROFESSOR WEND HAS been appointed as a 
Member of the Commission on Widening Access. 
The Principal joined student leaders and key 

ÄN\YLZ�MYVT�LK\JH[PVU�HUK�I\ZPULZZ�[V�KL]LSVW�WSHUZ�[V�
help more students from disadvantaged backgrounds 
in Scotland to enter and succeed in higher education. 

The new Commission, which was announced by the First 
Minister in November 2014, is chaired by Dame Ruth Silver. 
It has been set up in light of the Scottish Government’s 
commitment to improve access to educational opportunities 
for disadvantaged people and recognition that more work in 
widening participation is required. 

Professor Wend has been asked to join the Commission 
due to the insight and experience she is able to bring as 
Vice-Convenor of Universities Scotland and former chair of 
Universities Scotland’s Learning and Teaching Committee. Her 
connections with the school teacher community through her 
recent work as Chair of the National Implementation Board for 
Teaching Scotland’s Future will also be a great asset. 

Professor Wend said: “I am passionate about ensuring equality 
of opportunity in access to university and QMU already plays 
H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�YVSL�PU�OLSWPUN�TVYL�WLVWSL�MYVT�KPZHK]HU[HNLK�
backgrounds secure places in higher education. This next 
phase of widening access work, which will be supported by the 
Commission, is to identify ways of ensuring equality of access to 
education for all members of our community and provide them 
with every opportunity to succeed.” U

ROCCO, A YOUNG 
labradoodle, is 
[OL�ÄYZ[�M\SS�[PTL�

Therapet dog placed 
at a Scottish university. 
Aged two years, the black 
labrador/poodle cross, is 
M\SÄSSPUN�OPZ�YLJLU[�YVSL�HZ�
H�Z[\KLU[�Z[YLZZ�I\Z[LY�H[�
QMU’s Students Union.
9VJJV� PZ� WHY[� VM� *HUPUL�

Concern Scotland Trust’s 
;OLYHWL[�=PZP[PUN�:LY]PJL�HUK�
has been specially assessed 
I`�[OL�JOHYP[`�MVY�[OPZ�YVSL��/PZ�
owner, Kirsten Baird, General 
4HUHNLY�VM�84<»Z�:[\KLU[Z»�
Union, has been working 
hard on Rocco’s training and 
socialisation on a daily basis.

She said: “The Students’ 
<UPVU�OHZ�Y\U�ZL]LYHS�º;OLYHWL[»�
ZLZZPVUZ�V]LY�[OL�SHZ[�ML^�`LHYZ�
which students really seemed to 
ILULÄ[�MYVT��9VJJV�JHTL�^P[O�
TL� [V�^VYR�HSTVZ[�L]LY`�KH`�
and the students all seemed to 
SV]L�OPT��:V�P[�THKL�ZLUZL�[V�
[YHPU�OPT�HZ�HU�VɉJPHS�º;OLYHWL[»�
which would al low QMU 
students more regular access 
to organised sessions.”
:OL�JVU[PU\LK!�¸/L�PZ�WYV]PUN�

to be a huge hit with students, 
WHY[PJ\SHYS`� K\YPUN� Z[YLZZM\S�
periods around exams and 
assignments. Many students 
TPZZ�[OLPY�V^U�WL[Z�MYVT�OVTL�
HUK�VM[LU�LUQV`�[OL�VWWVY[\UP[`�
to be with Rocco.”

4HQ� 4LHO�� H� YLJLU[� 7\ISPJ�
Relations and Media graduate, 
OHZ�H[[LUKLK�ZL]LYHS�;OLYHWL[�
sessions at the Students’ Union. 
/L�ZHPK!�̧ ,]LY`VUL�SV]LZ�9VJJV�
and the students now associate 
OPT� ^P[O� [OLPY� ]PZP[Z� [V� [OL�
:[\KLU[Z»�<UPVU��/L»Z�H�M\U�KVN�
[V�OH]L�HYV\UK�HUK�PZ�WYV]PUN�
[V�IL�H�NYLH[�Z[YLZZ�I\Z[LY�HUK�
JVTWHUPVU�MVY�THU`�Z[\KLU[Z�H[�
QMU.”
*HP[SPU� 3L^PZ�6NKLU�� H� )(�

�/VUZ�� *VZ[\TL� +LZPNU� HUK�
Construction student at QMU, 
ZHPK!�¸0�HT�UV[�HISL�[V�JHYL�MVY�
H�KVN�M\SS�[PTL�H[�[OPZ�WVPU[��I\[�
OH]PUN�[OL�VWWVY[\UP[`�[V�ZWLUK�
time with Rocco on occasion 
OHZ�ILLU�YLHSS`�SV]LS �̀¹

Kirsten Baird concluded: “The 
;OLYHWL[�=PZP[PUN�:LY]PJL�VɈLYZ�
H�^PU�^PU�[V�HSS�JVUJLYULK��0[»Z�
NYLH[�MVY�[OL�KVN���^OV�YLSPZOLZ�
[OL�VWWVY[\UP[`�[V�NP]L�SV]L�HUK�
YLJLP]L�H[[LU[PVU� ��HUK� [V� [OL�
WL[�V^ULYZ�^OV�NL[�H� MLLSPUN�
VM� ZH[PZMHJ[PVU� RUV^PUN� [OLPY�
ILSV]LK�HUPTHS�PZ�OLSWPUN�V[OLYZ��
It’s also nice to know that QMU’s 
Students’ Union is leading the 
^H`� ^P[O� [OL� PU[YVK\J[PVU� VM�
[OL�ÄYZ[�M\SS�[PTL�;OLYHWL[�H[�H�
:JV[[PZO�\UP]LYZP[ �̀�0[»Z�NYLH[�MVY�
HSS�VM�V\Y�HUPTHS�SV]PUN�Z[\KLU[Z�
^OV�SHW�\W�L]LY`�TPU\[L�VM�[OLPY�
[PTL�^P[O�9VJJV�� HUK� MVY�our 
Students’ Union. U

:JV[SHUK»Z�ÄYZ[�M\SS�[PTL�
university Therapet dog

NURSING LE ADERS AT QMU s taged the 
University’s first TEDx event in a bid to share 
ideas and inspire the nursing professionals of 

the future. 
;OL�HPT�VM�;,+_�L]LU[Z�¶�H�OPNO�WYVÄSL�PKLHZ�ZOHYPUN�WSH[MVYT�

– is to share thoughts and ideas with individuals, communities 
and organisations. Organised by QMU’s nursing team, the 
theme of the event was ‘Flourishing People, Spaces and 
Places’. An eclectic range of speakers took to the stage to 
engage in topics such as recovering from homelessness, the 
importance of exercise to health and wellbeing, urban poverty, 
ÅV\YPZOPUN� PU� [PTLZ� VM� LJVUVTPJ� OHYKZOPW� HUK� ÅV\YPZOPUN� PU�
dying.

Professor McCormack, Head of QMU’s Division of Nursing, 
described ‘Flourishing’ as being “a core part of our humanity 
that can become drowned by stress, poor leadership and 
routinized work. This theme aimed to remind us all of the need 
to celebrate the importance of innovation, passion, community 
and connectedness.”
;OL�ÄYZ[�;,+_�'84<�^HZ�ZV�^LSS�YLJLP]LK�[OH[�[OL�+P]PZPVU�

of Nursing is hoping to make it an annual event. U

First TEDx event inspires student 
and professional nurses

Winning team at the  Herald Higher Education Awards

*HP[SPU�LUQV`Z�ZWLUKPUN�[PTL�̂ P[O�9VJJV
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GRADUATION IS A wonderful spectacle and provides an 
incredible platform for us all to celebrate the success 
of our graduating students. 

(ZPKL� MYVT� [OL� HJOPL]LTLU[Z� VM� V\Y� ���� Z[\KLU[Z�� [OL� �����
NYHK\H[PVU�^HZ�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�TLTVYHISL� MVY� ZL]LYHS� YLHZVUZ��>L�
OHK� [^V� PUZWPYH[PVUHS� OVUVYHY`� NYHK\H[LZ� �� SLHKPUN� KLTLU[PH�
JHTWHPNULY�/LUY`�:PTTVUZ��HUK� [OL� MV\UKLY�VM�HU�HY[� [OLYHW`�
JOHYP[`� MVY� JOPSKYLU�^P[O� JOYVUPJ� PSSULZZ�� 3H\YH�@V\UN��/V^L]LY��
VUL� WLYZVU��^OV� OHZ� MVY�THU`� `LHYZ� HKKLK� [V� [OL� L_JP[LTLU[�
VM�NYHK\H[PVU��PZ�V\Y�JOHUJLSSVY�:PY�;VT�-HYTLY��;OL�T\JO�SV]LK�
:JV[[PZO�LU[YLWYLUL\Y�HUK�MV\UKLY�VM�2^PR�-P[�^HZ�PUH\N\YH[LK�HZ�
[OL�MV\UKPUN�*OHUJLSSVY�VM�8\LLU�4HYNHYL[�<UP]LYZP[`�^OLU�[OL�
PUZ[P[\[PVU�^HZ�NYHU[LK�M\SS�\UP]LYZP[`�[P[SL�PU�������

6]LY� [OL� `LHYZ�� :PY� ;VT»Z� YV\ZPUN� ZWLLJOLZ� HUK� KLLW�MLS[�
JVTTP[TLU[� [V� 84<»Z� ^VYR� OHZ� IYV\NO[� [OL� <UP]LYZP[`� [V� [OL�
H[[LU[PVU�VM�[OL�I\ZPULZZ�JVTT\UP[ �̀�WOPSHU[OYVWPZ[Z�HUK�ZWVY[PUN�
OLYVLZ�IV[O�PU�:JV[SHUK�HUK�V]LYZLHZ��/V^L]LY��P[�OHZ�ILLU�OPZ�
ability to connect with an audience, particularly his entertaining and 
WHZZPVUH[L�ZWLLJOLZ�H[�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`»Z�NYHK\H[PVU�JLYLTVUPLZ��
^OPJO� LHYULK� OPT� H� WSHJL� PU� [OL� OLHY[Z� VM� Z[HɈ�� Z[\KLU[Z� HUK�
NYHK\H[LZ��(M[LY�LPNO[�`LHYZ�ZLY]PUN�HZ�<UP]LYZP[`�*OHUJLSSVY��:PY�
;VT�PZ�Z[LWWPUN�KV^U�MYVT�OPZ�WVZP[PVU��;OL�1\S`������JLYLTVU`�
^HZ�[OL�SHZ[�NYHK\H[PVU�OL�^PSS�H[[LUK�PU�OPZ�YVSL�HZ�*OHUJLSSVY��/PZ�
WYLZLUJL��LULYN`�HUK�O\TV\Y�H[�M\[\YL�NYHK\H[PVUZ�̂ PSS�IL�TPZZLK�
I`�L]LY`VUL�^OV�RUV^Z�OPT��U

The 2015 Honorary Graduates

HENRY SIMMONS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE of Alzheimer 
Scotland Action on Dementia, was awarded an honorary 
doctorate in recognition of his work in improving 

the lives of people living with dementia. Henry has been 
involved in developing a model which is transforming lives 

and altering the way we think about people with dementia. 
This approach has received much international recognition 
placing Scotland at the forefront of dementia practice. 
(Z�H�SLHKPUN�SPNO[�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�VM�KLTLU[PH��OL�^HZ�WYLZLU[LK�

^P[O� [OL� +LNYLL� VM� +VJ[VY� VM� [OL� <UP]LYZP[ �̀� /VUVYPZ� *H\ZH��
>P[O�H�ÅHNZOPW�PU�OLHS[O�HUK�YLOHIPSP[H[PVU��84<�^HZ�KLSPNO[LK�
[V�YLJVNUPZL�OPZ�[PYLSLZZ�^VYR�PU�JHTWHPNUPUN�MVY�[OL�YPNO[Z�VM�
WLVWSL�^P[O�KLTLU[PH�HUK� [OLPY� MHTPSPLZ�HUK� PU�LZ[HISPZOPUN�H�
JVTT\UP[`�IHZLK�HUK�WLYZVU�JLU[YLK�HWWYVHJO�[V�KLTLU[PH��
Earlier this year, Alzheimer Scotland and QMU signed a strategic 
WHY[ULYZOPW� HPTLK� H[� PTWYV]PUN� P[Z� OLHS[OJHYL� Z[\KLU[Z»�
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�VM�KLTLU[PH��LUZ\YPUN�[OL`�HYL�TVYL�LɈLJ[P]L�HZ�
WYVMLZZPVUHSZ�^OLU�[OL`�TV]L�PU[V�[OL�^VYRMVYJL��
/LUY`�^VYRLK�JSVZLS`�^P[O� [OL�:JV[[PZO�.V]LYUTLU[�VU� [OL�

KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�[OL�5H[PVUHS�+LTLU[PH�:[YH[LN �̀�JVU]PUJPUN�[OL�
+LW\[`�-PYZ[�4PUPZ[LY�H[� [OL�[PTL��5PJVSH�:[\YNLVU�� [V�THRL�H�
^VYSK�ÄYZ[�JVTTP[TLU[�HUK�N\HYHU[LL�[OH[�L]LY`�WLYZVU�^P[O�

KLTLU[PH�^PSS�YLJLP]L�H�TPUPT\T�VM�VUL�`LHY»Z�WVZ[�KPHNUVZ[PJ�
support. 
;OL� KLTLU[PH� JHTWHPNULY� ^HZ� QVPULK� I`� 3H\YH� @V\UN��

-V\UKLY�VM�;OL�;LHWV[�;Y\Z[�JOHYP[`�^OPJO�\ZLZ�HY[�[OLYHW`�[V�
OLSW�JOPSKYLU�HUK�`V\UN�WLVWSL�JVWL�^P[O� SVUN�[LYT�TLKPJHS�
conditions. 
3H\YH�LZ[HISPZOLK�[OL�;Y\Z[�̂ P[O�OLY�O\ZIHUK�PU������MVSSV^PUN�

[OL�KLH[O�VM�[OLPY�LPNO[�`LHY�VSK�KH\NO[LY�=LYP[ �̀�^OV�Z\ɈLYLK�
MYVT�[OL�H\[VPTT\UL�KPZLHZL�3\W\Z��
-YVT�[OL�[PTL�3H\YH»Z�KH\NO[LY�^HZ�[OYLL��ZOL�^HZ�MYLX\LU[S`�

PU�OVZWP[HS�MVY�[YLH[TLU[�MVY�3\W\Z��HUK�̂ OLU�ZOL�̂ HZ�KPHNUVZLK�
^P[O� JHUJLY� [OYLL� `LHYZ� SH[LY�� OVZWP[HS� ]PZP[Z� PUJYLHZLK�� 3H\YH�
^HZ� H^HYL� [OH[� =LYP[`� HZZVJPH[LK� [OL� ]PZP[Z� ^P[O� WHPU� HUK�
anxiety, but when Verity began using art, she realised that it 
^HZ� H� Z\JJLZZM\S� JVWPUN� TLJOHUPZT� [OH[� OLSWLK� THRL� OLY�
KH\NO[LY»Z� [PTL� PU� OVZWP[HS� TVYL� ILHYHISL� HUK� WYV]PKLK� HU�
V\[SL[�MVY�L_WYLZZPUN�OLY�MLLSPUNZ��
6]LY� [OL� SHZ[� ML^� `LHYZ� [OL� ;LHWV[� ;Y\Z[� OHZ� KL]LSVWLK�

ZPNUPÄJHU[S`� HUK� UV^� M\UKZ� HY[� [OLYHW`� PU� JSPUPJZ�� OVZWP[HS�
^HYKZ��TLU[HS� OLHS[O� ZLY]PJLZ�HUK�OVZWPJLZ� MVY� JOPSKYLU�^P[O�
chronic illnesses in six centres across Scotland, with a total 
VM� ��� M\UKLK� HY[� [OLYHW`� WYVQLJ[Z� WYV]PKPUN� LP[OLY� PUKP]PK\HS�
VY�NYV\W�HY[�[OLYHW`�MVY�ZPJR�JOPSKYLU��;OLYL�HYL�HSZV�WSHUZ�[V�
L_WHUK�[OL�^VYR�PU�-PML�HUK�PU�[OL�:JV[[PZO�)VYKLYZ��0U�[OL�SHZ[�
`LHY�HSVUL�[OL�;Y\Z[��̂ OPJO�PZ�[OL�VUS`�:JV[[PZO�JOHYP[`�[V�WYV]PKL�
HY[�[OLYHW`�PU�OVZWP[HSZ��OHZ�Z\WWVY[LK�V]LY�������JOPSKYLU�HUK�
[OLPY�MHTPSPLZ��
)V[O� OVUVYHY`� NYHK\H[LZ� ^LYL� HJRUV^SLKNLK� MVY� [OL�

YLSL]HUJL�VM�[OLPY�̂ VYR�[V�ZVJPL[ �̀�YLÅLJ[PUN�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`»Z�V^U�
JVTTP[TLU[�[V�LUOHUJPUN�SP]LZ�PU�[OL�JVTT\UP[PLZ�P[�ZLY]LZ��
@V\� JHU� YLHK� TVYL� HIV\[� V\Y� OVUVYHY`� NYHK\H[LZ� H[� 

^^ �̂XT\�HJ�\R U

IN JUNE, 54 SCHOOL pupils from four schools across 
4PKSV[OPHU�NH[OLYLK�H[�84<�HZ�WHY[�VM�[OL�ÄYZ[�*OPSKYLU»Z�
University graduation ceremony for Midlothian schools. 
;OL� Q\UPVY�ZJOVSHYZ�^LYL�KYLZZLK�OLHK�[V� [VL� PU� [YHKP[PVUHS�

NV^UZ� HUK� TVY[HY� IVHYKZ�� -HTPS �̀� MYPLUKZ�� [LHJOLYZ� HUK�
supporters were welcomed to the ceremony to help celebrate 
[OL�JOPSKYLU»Z�HJOPL]LTLU[Z��
5L^IH[[SL� *VTT\UP[`� /PNO� :JOVVS�� +HUKLYOHSS� 7YPTHY �̀�

2PUNZ� 7HYR� 7YPTHY �̀� HUK� >VVKI\YU� 7YPTHY`� ^LYL� [OL� ÄYZ[�
Midlothian schools to take part in the Queen Margaret 
*OPSKYLU»Z�<UP]LYZP[`�NYHK\H[PVU�JLYLTVU �̀
84<� PZ� [OL� ÄYZ[� OPNOLY� LK\JH[PVU� PUZ[P[\[PVU� PU� [OL� LHZ[� VM�

:JV[SHUK�[V�OVZ[�[OL�*OPSKYLU»Z�<UP]LYZP[ �̀�^OPJO�HPTZ�[V�OLSW�
ZJOVVS�JOPSKYLU��HNLK�IL[^LLU�ZL]LU�HUK����̀ LHYZ�VM�HNL��HUK�
Ä]L�HUK�ZP_�`LHY�VSKZ�^P[O� [OLPY� MHTPSPLZ���ILJVTL�JVUÄKLU[�
learners and broaden their horizons.

QMU has taken the lead in establishing the Children’s 
<UP]LYZP[`� PU� [OL�LHZ[�VM�:JV[SHUK�I`�^VYRPUN� PU�WHY[ULYZOPW�
^P[O�ZJOVVSZ�]PH�4PKSV[OPHU�HUK�,HZ[�3V[OPHU�*V\UJPSZ�

The children build up credits the more they engage in learning 
HJ[P]P[PLZ�HUK�[OL`�JHU�^VYR�[V^HYKZ�IYVUaL��ZPS]LY�HUK�NVSK�
JLY[PÄJH[LZ�
*HSS\T�4HN\PYL��ZHPK!�¸(M[LY�V]LY�H�`LHY�VM�OHYK�^VYR��^L»YL�

YLHSS`� L_JP[LK� [V� OH]L� UV^� Z[HNLK� [OL� ÄYZ[� 84<�*OPSKYLU»Z�
<UP]LYZP[`� NYHK\H[PVU� JLYLTVU`� MVY� 4PKSV[OPHU� ZJOVVSZ� HUK�
JLSLIYH[LK�[OL�W\WPSZ»�HJOPL]LTLU[Z��;OPZ�]HS\HISL�PUP[PH[P]L�PZ�
already helping to encourage young children across Midlothian 
HUK� ,HZ[� 3V[OPHU� [V� NL[� PU]VS]LK� PU� KPɈLYLU[� TL[OVKZ� VM�
SLHYUPUN��^OPSZ[�IVVZ[PUN�[OLPY�HJOPL]LTLU[�¹
6]LY�������W\WPSZ�MYVT�HJYVZZ�[OL�[^V�JV\U[PLZ�OH]L�ZPNULK�

\W�[V�[OL�8\LLU�4HYNHYL[�*OPSKYLU»Z�<UP]LYZP[`�ZJOLTL�ZPUJL�
������;OLYL�HYL�UV^�V]LY�����HJJYLKP[LK�SLHYUPUN�KLZ[PUH[PVUZ�
HJYVZZ�,HZ[�HUK�4PKSV[OPHU��PUJS\KPUN�)\[[LYÅ`��0UZLJ[�>VYSK�
in Lasswade and the Scottish National Mining Museum in 
5L^[VUNYHUNL��6UL�[OV\ZHUK�[^V�O\UKYLK�SLHYUPUN�HJ[P]P[PLZ�
PUJS\KL� L]LY`[OPUN� MYVT� KHUJPUN�� HUK� WHPU[PUN�� [V� JOLLY�
leading, modern languages and gardening. 
(� ÄST� HIV\[� 8\LLU� 4HYNHYL[� *OPSKYLU»Z� <UP]LYZP[ �̀� ^OPJO�

MLH[\YLZ� LSLTLU[Z� VM� [OL� ÄYZ[� NYHK\H[PVU� JLYLTVU`� OLSK� PU�
1HU\HY`�[OPZ�`LHY��PZ�H]HPSHISL�[V�VUSPUL!�O[[WZ!��^^ �̂`V\[\IL�
JVT�^H[JO&]$8YFI/H/;@2( U

Midlothian school children 
graduate from Queen Margaret 
Children’s University 

Dementia campaigner and 
children’s charity founder 
receive honorary degrees

3�9�3H\YH�@V\UN��:PY�;VT�-HYTLY��HUK�/LUY`�:PTTVUZ



QM150 Strategy 
– a university of 
LGHDV�DQG�LQĲXHQFH
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IN THE YEAR 2025, QMU will 
celebrate its 150th anniversary, a 
ZPNUPÄJHU[�TPSLZ[VUL�PU�[OL�OPZ[VY`�

VM� [OPZ� PUZ[P[\[PVU�^OPJO�NYL^� MYVT�
O\TISL�ILNPUUPUNZ�� �;OPZ� `LHY�� [OPZ�
PUZ[P[\[PVU� SH\UJOLK� P[Z�UL^�84����
Z[YH[LN`�^OPJO�ZL[Z�V\[�[OL�HTIP[PVUZ�
MVY� [OL� <UP]LYZP[`� MVY� [OL� WLYPVK�
IL[^LLU�UV^�HUK������

In 1875, when the institution that is now 
84<�^HZ�MV\UKLK��Z[HɈ�^LU[�V\[�^P[O�
TVIPSL�NHZ�HUK�WHYHɉU�JVVRPUN�LX\PWTLU[�
[V�NP]L�W\ISPJ�SLJ[\YLZ�HUK�KLTVUZ[YH[PVUZ�
HSS�V]LY�)YP[HPU��;OPZ�LɈVY[�HPTLK�[V�HKKYLZZ�
ZVTL�VM�[OL�TVZ[�WYLZZPUN�ULLKZ�VM�ZVJPL[`�
H[�[OH[�[PTL�¶�[OL�ULLK�[V�PTWYV]L�W\ISPJ�
OLHS[O��WHY[PJ\SHYS`�VM� [OL�^VYRPUN�JSHZZ��
and to transform opportunities for women 
I`�WYV]PKPUN�IL[[LY�LK\JH[PVU�HUK�PTWYV]LK�
JHYLLY�WYVZWLJ[Z��
:PUJL��[OLU��[OPZ�PUZ[P[\[PVU�OHZ�ILLU�VU�H�

YLTHYRHISL�QV\YUL �̀�-YVT�[OL�VUZL[��P[�OHZ�
JVUZPZ[LU[S`�YLZWVUKLK�[V�ZVJPL[`»Z�ULLKZ�
I`�MHJPSP[H[PUN�WVZP[P]L�JOHUNL��0[�JVU[PU\LZ�
[V�OVSK�[Y\L�[V�[OL�WYPUJPWSLZ�HUK�]HS\LZ�VU�
^OPJO� [OL� PUZ[P[\[PVU�^HZ� MV\UKLK��^OPJO�
JHU� IL� JSLHYS`� ZLLU� [OYV\NO� P[Z� J\YYLU[�
MVJ\Z�VU�WYV]PKPUN�H�KPZ[PUJ[P]LS`�Z\WWVY[P]L�
HWWYVHJO�[V�Z[\KLU[Z��ZLY]PUN�JVTT\UP[PLZ�
and developing meaningful partnerships, 
HSS�\UKLYWPUULK�I`�H�Z[YVUN�JVTTP[TLU[�[V�
Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�HUK�[V�ZVJPHS�Q\Z[PJL��
)\PSKPUN�VU�[OPZ�OLYP[HNL��[OL�84����:[YH[LN`�

is designed to ensure that QMU fulfils its 
WV[LU[PHS�HZ�H�\UP]LYZP[`�VM�PKLHZ�HUK�PUÅ\LUJL��
;OL�Z[YH[LN`� PZ�HTIP[PV\Z��\UKLYWPUULK�I`�H�
UL^�LTWOHZPZ�VU� PUZ[P[\[PVUHS�JVUÄKLUJL�� PU�
[\YU�PUZWPYLK�I`�P[Z�Z[YVUN�YLJVYK�VM�HJOPL]PUN�
HTIP[PV\Z�NVHSZ�[OYV\NOV\[�P[Z�OPZ[VY �̀

One example of this new ambition is how the 
UL^�Z[YH[LN`�JVUJLW[\HSPZLZ�JVTT\UP[`�T\JO�
TVYL�IYVHKS`�[OHU�L]LY�ILMVYL�PU�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`»Z�
[OPURPUN!� P[� HPTZ� [V� IL� H� JVTT\UP[`� ^P[OV\[�
IVYKLYZ��>VYRPUN�^P[O�WHY[ULYZ��P[�^PSS�JYLH[L�[OL�
JYP[PJHS�THZZ�HUK�JYVZZ�WVSSPUH[PVU� YLX\PYLK� [V�
ensure a vibrant, inspiring environment on and 
HYV\UK�[OL�JHTW\Z��0[�^PSS�J\S[P]H[L�H�YLHS�ZLUZL�VM�
belonging amongst all those who form part of the 
84<�JVTT\UP[ �̀�PU�:JV[SHUK�HUK�HJYVZZ�[OL�̂ VYSK��
;OL� UL^� Z[YH[LN`� HSZV� JHWP[HSPZLZ� VU� HUK�

YLPUMVYJLZ�84<»Z�KPZ[PUJ[P]L�TP_�VM� [OLVY`�HUK�
WYHJ[PJL�� 0U�V[OLY�^VYKZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�KL]LSVWPUN�
^VYSK�JSHZZ� YLZLHYJO�� [OL� <UP]LYZP[`� ^PSS� MVJ\Z�

IN THE YEAR 2025, QMU will 
celebrate its 150th anniversary, a 
ZPNUPÄJHU[�TPSLZ[VUL�PU�[OL�OPZ[VY`�

of this institution which grew from 
humble beginnings.  This year, this 
institution launched its new QM150 
strategy which sets out the ambitions 
for the University for the period 
between now and 2025.
0U�������^OLU�[OL�PUZ[P[\[PVU�[OH[�PZ�UV^�

84<�^HZ�MV\UKLK��Z[HɈ�^LU[�V\[�^P[O�
TVIPSL�NHZ�HUK�WHYHɉU�JVVRPUN�LX\PWTLU[�
[V�NP]L�W\ISPJ�SLJ[\YLZ�HUK�KLTVUZ[YH[PVUZ�
HSS�V]LY�)YP[HPU��;OPZ�LɈVY[�HPTLK�[V�HKKYLZZ�
ZVTL�VM�[OL�TVZ[�WYLZZPUN�ULLKZ�VM�ZVJPL[`�
H[�[OH[�[PTL�¶�[OL�ULLK�[V�PTWYV]L�W\ISPJ�
OLHS[O��WHY[PJ\SHYS`�VM� [OL�^VYRPUN�JSHZZ��
HUK�[V�[YHUZMVYT�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�MVY�^VTLU�
I`�WYV]PKPUN�IL[[LY�LK\JH[PVU�HUK�PTWYV]LK�
career prospects. 

Since, then, this institution has been on a 
YLTHYRHISL�QV\YUL �̀�-YVT�[OL�VUZL[��P[�OHZ�
consistently responded to society’s needs 
I`�MHJPSP[H[PUN�WVZP[P]L�JOHUNL��0[�JVU[PU\LZ�
[V�OVSK�[Y\L�[V�[OL�WYPUJPWSLZ�HUK�]HS\LZ�VU�
^OPJO� [OL� PUZ[P[\[PVU�^HZ� MV\UKLK��^OPJO�
can be clearly seen through its current 
MVJ\Z�VU�WYV]PKPUN�H�KPZ[PUJ[P]LS`�Z\WWVY[P]L�
HWWYVHJO�[V�Z[\KLU[Z��ZLY]PUN�JVTT\UP[PLZ�
HUK� KL]LSVWPUN� TLHUPUNM\S� WHY[ULYZOPWZ��
all underpinned by a strong commitment to 
Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�HUK�[V�ZVJPHS�Q\Z[PJL��

Building on this heritage, the QM150 Strategy 
PZ� KLZPNULK� [V� LUZ\YL� [OH[� 84<� M\SMPSZ� P[Z�
WV[LU[PHS�HZ�H�\UP]LYZP[`�VM�PKLHZ�HUK�PUÅ\LUJL��
The strategy is ambitious, underpinned by a 
UL^�LTWOHZPZ�VU� PUZ[P[\[PVUHS�JVUÄKLUJL�� PU�
[\YU�PUZWPYLK�I`�P[Z�Z[YVUN�YLJVYK�VM�HJOPL]PUN�
ambitious goals throughout its history.
6UL�L_HTWSL�VM�[OPZ�UL^�HTIP[PVU�PZ�OV^�[OL�

new strategy conceptualises community much 
TVYL�IYVHKS`�[OHU�L]LY�ILMVYL�PU�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`»Z�
thinking: it aims to be a community without 
borders. Working with partners, it will create the 
JYP[PJHS�THZZ�HUK�JYVZZ�WVSSPUH[PVU� YLX\PYLK� [V�
LUZ\YL�H�]PIYHU[�� PUZWPYPUN�LU]PYVUTLU[�VU�HUK�
HYV\UK�[OL�JHTW\Z��0[�^PSS�J\S[P]H[L�H�YLHS�ZLUZL�VM�
ILSVUNPUN�HTVUNZ[�HSS�[OVZL�^OV�MVYT�WHY[�VM�[OL�
QMU community, in Scotland and across the world. 

The new strategy also capitalises on and 
YLPUMVYJLZ�84<»Z�KPZ[PUJ[P]L�TP_�VM� [OLVY`�HUK�
WYHJ[PJL�� 0U�V[OLY�^VYKZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�KL]LSVWPUN�
^VYSK�JSHZZ� YLZLHYJO�� [OL� <UP]LYZP[`� ^PSS� MVJ\Z�

on how to use this intellectual capital in 
practical ways.  The approach prepares 
84<»Z�Z[\KLU[Z�[V�THRL�H�YLHS�KPɈLYLUJL�
in the world, and ensures that its research 
enhances quality of life now and in the 
future. 

Professor Petra Wend, QMU’s Principal, 
said: “We already do great things and 
through the QM150 strategy, we will do 
even more, be even better. For example, our 
research in speech is world renowned and 
we will continue to build on this excellent 
^VYR�[V�LUZ\YL�P[�ILULÄ[Z�L]LU�TVYL�WLVWSL��
Similarly, our work in international health 
and development has global reach and is 
an excellent example of how theory can 
be applied to improve policy and practice, 
and consequently make a real difference 
to people’s lives. More locally, our MSc in 
Gastronomy is responding to a need from 
the Scottish Government and our graduates 
from that course will have the potential to 
PUÅ\LUJL�[OPURPUN�HUK�WYHJ[PJL�H[�H�UH[PVUHS�
and international level.” 

Through the QM150 Strategy, we will 
strengthen our research culture further, 
focusing on research centres aligned to our 
ÅHNZOPW�HYLHZ�VM�L_WLY[PZL��>L�^PSS�KL]LSVW�
our existing academic flagships in health 
and rehabilitation, creativity and culture, and 
sustainable business and consider where new 
ÅHNZOPWZ�JV\SK�IL�HKKLK�

Professor Wend continued: “By taking account 
of society’s changing needs and by aligning 
our activities through a focused, flagship-
based approach, we aim to excel in research, 
teaching, knowledge exchange, outreach, 
internationalism and entrepreneurship.” 

Professor Wend concluded: “Our QM150 
Strategy will ensure that well before 2025 
we will be widely recognised as an ambitious 
entrepreneurial campus institution that delivers 
world-leading learning and teaching, research 
and knowledge exchange, and serves the needs 
of our communities. It will be clear to all who 
^VYR�̂ P[O�\Z�[OH[�̂ L�LUHISL�Z[\KLU[Z�HUK�Z[HɈ�[V�
THRL�H�YLHS�KPɈLYLUJL�[V�[OL�^VYSK�HYV\UK�[OLT��
and that we act as a catalyst for economic, social 
and cultural development. In short, we will be 
YLUV^ULK�HZ�H�\UP]LYZP[`�VM�PKLHZ�HUK�PUÅ\LUJL�¹�
U

on how to use this intellectual capital in 
practical ways.  The approach prepares 
84<»Z�Z[\KLU[Z�[V�THRL�H�YLHS�KPɈLYLUJL�
in the world, and ensures that its research 
LUOHUJLZ�X\HSP[`�VM� SPML�UV^�HUK� PU� [OL�
M\[\YL��
7YVMLZZVY�7L[YH�>LUK��84<»Z�7YPUJPWHS��

said: “We already do great things and 
through the QM150 strategy, we will do 
L]LU�TVYL��IL�L]LU�IL[[LY��-VY�L_HTWSL��V\Y�
research in speech is world renowned and 
we will continue to build on this excellent 
^VYR�[V�LUZ\YL�P[�ILULÄ[Z�L]LU�TVYL�WLVWSL��
Similarly, our work in international health 
HUK�KL]LSVWTLU[�OHZ�NSVIHS�YLHJO�HUK�PZ�
HU�L_JLSSLU[�L_HTWSL�VM�OV^� [OLVY`�JHU�
IL�HWWSPLK�[V�PTWYV]L�WVSPJ`�HUK�WYHJ[PJL��
HUK�JVUZLX\LU[S`�THRL�H� YLHS�KPMMLYLUJL�
[V�WLVWSL»Z�SP]LZ��4VYL�SVJHSS �̀�V\Y�4:J�PU�
.HZ[YVUVT`�PZ�YLZWVUKPUN�[V�H�ULLK�MYVT�
[OL�:JV[[PZO�.V]LYUTLU[�HUK�V\Y�NYHK\H[LZ�
MYVT�[OH[�JV\YZL�^PSS�OH]L�[OL�WV[LU[PHS�[V�
PUÅ\LUJL�[OPURPUN�HUK�WYHJ[PJL�H[�H�UH[PVUHS�
HUK�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�SL]LS�¹�

Through the QM150 Strategy, we will 
Z[YLUN[OLU� V\Y� YLZLHYJO� J\S[\YL� M\Y[OLY��
MVJ\ZPUN�VU�YLZLHYJO�JLU[YLZ�HSPNULK�[V�V\Y�
ÅHNZOPW�HYLHZ�VM�L_WLY[PZL��>L�^PSS�KL]LSVW�
V\Y� L_PZ[PUN� HJHKLTPJ� MSHNZOPWZ� PU� OLHS[O�
HUK�YLOHIPSP[H[PVU��JYLH[P]P[`�HUK�J\S[\YL��HUK�
sustainable business and consider where new 
ÅHNZOPWZ�JV\SK�IL�HKKLK�
7YVMLZZVY�>LUK�JVU[PU\LK!�̧ )`�[HRPUN�HJJV\U[�
VM�ZVJPL[`»Z�JOHUNPUN�ULLKZ�HUK�I`�HSPNUPUN�
V\Y� HJ[P]P[PLZ� [OYV\NO� H� MVJ\ZLK�� MSHNZOPW�
based approach, we aim to excel in research, 
teaching, knowledge exchange, outreach, 
internationalism and entrepreneurship.” 
7YVMLZZVY� >LUK� JVUJS\KLK!� ¸6\Y� 84����
:[YH[LN`� ^PSS� LUZ\YL� [OH[� ^LSS� ILMVYL� �����
we will be widely recognised as an ambitious 
LU[YLWYLUL\YPHS�JHTW\Z�PUZ[P[\[PVU�[OH[�KLSP]LYZ�
^VYSK�SLHKPUN�SLHYUPUN�HUK�[LHJOPUN��YLZLHYJO�
HUK�RUV^SLKNL�L_JOHUNL��HUK�ZLY]LZ�[OL�ULLKZ�
VM�V\Y�JVTT\UP[PLZ��0[�^PSS�IL�JSLHY�[V�HSS�^OV�
^VYR�̂ P[O�\Z�[OH[�̂ L�LUHISL�Z[\KLU[Z�HUK�Z[HɈ�[V�
THRL�H�YLHS�KPɈLYLUJL�[V�[OL�^VYSK�HYV\UK�[OLT��
HUK�[OH[�̂ L�HJ[�HZ�H�JH[HS`Z[�MVY�LJVUVTPJ��ZVJPHS�
HUK�J\S[\YHS�KL]LSVWTLU[�� 0U�ZOVY[��^L�^PSS�IL�
YLUV^ULK�HZ�H�\UP]LYZP[`�VM�PKLHZ�HUK�PUÅ\LUJL�¹�
U

April Cumming, political researcher in the Scottish 
Parliament (graduated in media studies in 2010) 
- Helping to create a more successful country 
^P[O�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�MVY�HSS�[V�ÅV\YPZO�
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IN A BID TO SUPPORT skills development within the cultural 
ZLJ[VY� PU� :JV[SHUK�� 84<� PZ� VɈLYPUN� H� SPTP[LK� U\TILY� VM�
bursaries for its Masters programme in Arts, Festival and 

Cultural Management.
;OL�<UP]LYZP[`�OHZ�LZ[HISPZOLK�H�I\YZHY`�ZJOLTL� [V�OLSW�Z[HɈ�

MYVT� ZLSLJ[LK� :JV[[PZO� J\S[\YHS� VYNHUPZH[PVUZ� KL]LSVW� TVYL�
LɈLJ[P]L�RUV^SLKNL�VM�J\S[\YHS�THUHNLTLU[��IV[O�PU�[OL�<2�HUK�
internationally. 
;OL� I\YZHY`� VɈLYZ� H� WHY[PHS� MLL� ^HP]LY� VM� ���� MVY� Z[\KLU[Z�

\UKLY[HRPUN� [OL� WVW\SHY� 4(� (Y[Z�� -LZ[P]HS� HUK� *\S[\YHS�
4HUHNLTLU[�WYVNYHTTL��;OPZ�MLL�^HP]LY�PZ�H]HPSHISL�MVY�H�SPTP[LK�
[PTL�VUS`�[V�Z[HɈ�MYVT�ZWLJPÄJ�J\S[\YHS�VYNHUPZH[PVUZ�PU�:JV[SHUK�
;OL� ZJOLTL� ^HZ� WPSV[LK� PU� ����� HUK� [OYLL� Z[HɈ� MYVT� [OL�

,KPUI\YNO� -LZ[P]HS� -YPUNL� :VJPL[`� [VVR� \W� [OL� VWWVY[\UP[`�
[V� KL]LSVW� ZRPSSZ� HUK� RUV^SLKNL� [OH[� ^V\SK� Z\WWVY[� [OLT� PU�
[OL� KL]LSVWTLU[� VM� [OLPY� JHYLLY�� ;OL� WHY[PHS� MLL�^HP]LY� HUK� [OL�
Z\WWVY[�VM�[OLPY�LTWSV`LY�OHZ�HSSV^LK�[OLT�[V�Z[\K`�[OL�THZ[LY»Z�
WYVNYHTTL�VU�H�WHY[�[PTL�IHZPZ�^OPSL�[OL`�JVU[PU\L�[V�^VYR�
+H]PK�:[L]LUZVU��7YVNYHTTL�3LHKLY�MVY�[OL�4(�(Y[Z��-LZ[P]HS�

and Cultural Management course at QMU, said: “We are 
LZ[HISPZOPUN�[OPZ�I\YZHY`�[V�OLSW�Z\WWVY[�[OL�KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�[OL�
UL_[� NLULYH[PVU� VM� ZLUPVY� THUHNLYZ� ^P[OPU� :JV[SHUK»Z� KP]LYZL�
J\S[\YHS�ZLJ[VY��.P]LU� [OL�YHWPKS`�JOHUNPUN�LJVUVTPJ�HUK�ZVJPHS�
SHUKZJHWL�PU�^OPJO�J\S[\YHS�VYNHUPZH[PVUZ�ÄUK�[OLTZLS]LZ��^L�ZLL�
[OPZ�ZJOLTL�HZ�UV[�VUS`�Z\WWVY[PUN�[OL�PUKP]PK\HSZ�I\[�JVU[YPI\[PUN�
[V^HYKZ�[OL�Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`�VM�J\S[\YHS�VYNHUPZH[PVUZ�PU�:JV[SHUK�¹
6YNHUPZH[PVUZ�JOVVZPUN�[V�[HRL�\W�[OPZ�VWWVY[\UP[`�T\Z[�HNYLL�

[V�Z\WWVY[�Z[HɈ�TLTILYZ�I`�NP]PUN� [OLT�[OL� [PTL�[OL`�ULLK�[V�
H[[LUK�[OL�JV\YZL���VUL�KH`�H�^LLR�[OYV\NOV\[�LHJO�[^LS]L�^LLR�
ZLTLZ[LY�V]LY�[OL�[^V�`LHYZ�VM�[OL�WYVNYHTTL�
3`UKZL`� 1HJRZVU�� MYVT� [OL� ,KPUI\YNO� -LZ[P]HS� -YPUNL�:VJPL[ �̀�

ZHPK!�¸;OL�MLL�^HP]LY�ZJOLTL�HSSV^LK�\Z�[V�VɈLY�[OYLL�TLTILYZ�
VM� Z[HɈ� OPNO� X\HSP[`� WYVMLZZPVUHS� KL]LSVWTLU[� HZ� ^LSS� HZ� H�
WVZ[NYHK\H[L� X\HSPÄJH[PVU�� >L� OH]L� LUJV\YHNLK� [OLZL� Z[HɈ� [V�
apply their learning to their roles and the wider organisation, and 
[OL�JVU[LU[�VM�[OL�WYVNYHTTL�YLÅLJ[Z�[OL�YLHSP[`�VM�^VYRPUN�PU�H�
MLZ[P]HS�VYNHUPZH[PVU�Z\JO�HZ�V\YZ��NP]PUN�Z[\KLU[Z�\ZLM\S�ZRPSSZ�HUK�
RUV^SLKNL�[V�WLYMVYT�IL[[LY�PU�[OLPY�^VYRPUN�SP]LZ�¹
-LLKIHJR�MYVT�Z[\KLU[Z�̂ OV�Z[HY[LK�[OL�WYVNYHTTL�PU������OHZ�

HSZV�ILLU�]LY`�WVZP[P]L��;PNOV�(`V]\HYL�ZHPK!�¸;OL�Z\WWVY[�VM�T`�
LTWSV`LY�[V�\UKLY[HRL�WVZ[NYHK\H[L�Z[\K`�OHZ�ILLU�PU]HS\HISL�[V�
T`�WYVMLZZPVUHS�KL]LSVWTLU[��HUK�[OL�ZJOLK\SL�VM�KLSP]LY`�HSSV^Z�
TL� [V� PTWSLTLU[�T`� SLHYUPUN� PU�H� SP]L�^VYRPUN�LU]PYVUTLU[��HZ�
^LSS�HZ�X\LZ[PVU�T`�VYNHUPZH[PVU���HUK�JVSSLHN\LZ����[OYV\NOV\[�
my learning.”
+H]PK�JVU[PU\LK!�̧ >L�HYL�KLSPNO[LK�[OH[�[OL�Z[\KLU[Z�̂ OV�[VVR�\W�

[OPZ�VWWVY[\UP[`�K\YPUN�SHZ[�`LHY»Z�WPSV[�OH]L�MV\UK�[OL�WYVNYHTTL�
ZV�]HS\HISL��>OPSL�J\S[\YHS�VYNHUPZH[PVUZ�JHU�VM[LU�^VYR�VU�]LY`�
[PNO[� I\KNL[Z�� [OPZ� ZOV\SK� UV[� TLHU� [OH[� Z[HɈ� KL]LSVWTLU[� PZ�
V]LYSVVRLK�� >L� [OPUR� [OPZ� ZJOLTL� VɈLYZ� HU� HɈVYKHISL� ^H`�
MVY� J\S[\YHS� VYNHUPZH[PVUZ� [V� PU]LZ[� PU� [OLPY� [LHT� HUK�^OPJO�^PSS�
\S[PTH[LS`� Z[YLUN[OLU� [OLPY� HIPSP[`� [V�Z\WWVY[�JYLH[P]L�WYHJ[PJL� PU�
Scotland.
;OL�WHY[PHS� MLL�^HP]LY�LU[P[SLZ�WLYTHULU[� M\SS�[PTL�VY�WHY[�[PTL�

Z[HɈ� TLTILYZ� VM� LSPNPISL� VYNHUPZH[PVUZ� [V� H� ���� ^HP]LY� VM�
JV\YZL�MLLZ�MVY�[OL�4(�(Y[Z��-LZ[P]HS�HUK�*\S[\YHS�4HUHNLTLU[��
;OL� YLTHPUPUN� MLL� VM� ������ JHU� IL� WHPK� I`� [OL� WHY[PJPWH[PUN�
VYNHUPZH[PVU��[OL�Z[HɈ�TLTILY�VY�H�JVTIPUH[PVU�VM�IV[O��,SPNPISL�
organisations must be either: 
�"��WHY[�VM�*YLH[P]L�:JV[SHUK»Z�YLN\SHYS`�M\UKLK�WVY[MVSPV
����HJJYLKP[LK T\ZL\TZ� �HZZVJPH[LK� ^P[O� 4\ZL\TZ� .HSSLYPLZ�
:JV[SHUK�"�VY�

���TLTILYZ�VM�[OL�-LKLYH[PVU�VM�:JV[[PZO�;OLH[YL�0UKP]PK\HSZ�̂ OV�
are interested to know more about the bursary scheme and 
[OL�JVU[LU[�VM�[OL�4(�WYVNYHTTL�JHU�]PZP[!�O[[W!��^^ �̂XT\�
HJ�\R�JV\YZLZ�7.*V\YZL�JMT&JFPK$���� VY� JVU[HJ[� +H]PK�
KPYLJ[S`�H[!�:[L]LUZVU'XT\�HJ�\R U

+H]PK�:[L]LUZVU��7YVNYHTTL�3LHKLY�MVY�[OL�4(�(Y[Z��-LZ[P]HS�HUK�*\S[\YHS�4HUHNLTLU[

Bursaries help support 
skills development in 
Scotland’s cultural sector
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STUDENTS FROM QMU’s Costume Design and 
Construction degree programme dazzled audiences 
with their creative talents at this year’s Costume 

Showcase held in May. 
;OL� L]LU[� MLH[\YLK� HU� HYYH`� VM� JVZ[\TLZ� TVKLSSLK� I`�

7LYMVYTPUN�(Y[Z�:[\KLU[Z��;OL�IYLHK[O�VM�^VYR�YLÅLJ[LK�[OL�
*VZ[\TL� +LZPNU� HUK� *VUZ[Y\J[PVU� Z[\KLU[Z»� WVY[MVSPV� HUK�
[OL� Z\WWVY[PUN�L_OPIP[PVU� MLH[\YLK� PSS\Z[YH[PVUZ��THUULX\PUZ�
ZOV^JHZPUN�JVZ[\TLZ��PTWYLZZP]L�THZRZ�HUK�TPSSPULY �̀�
;OL�THPU�ZOV^�[YHUZWVY[LK�[OL�H\KPLUJL�IL[^LLU�KPɈLYLU[�

^VYSKZ�¶�MYVT�[OL���[O�JLU[\Y`�JV\Y[�VM�*OHYSLZ�00��Z[VWWPUN�
MVY�H�TVTLU[�PU�HU�,K^HYKPHU�T\ZPJHS�OHSS��HUK�YLHJOPUN�PU[V�
[OL�M\[\YL�^P[O�ZWHJL�HNLK�T\[HU[Z��
:HYHO� 7H\SSL �̀� 7YVNYHTTL� 3LHKLY� PU� *VZ[\TL� +LZPNU�

HUK� *VUZ[Y\J[PVU�� L_WSHPULK!� ¸0[� ^HZ� H� ]PZ\HS� YVSSLYJVHZ[LY�
^OPJO�TV]LK�MYVT�IVSK�ISHJR�HUK�^OP[L�OHYSLX\PU�JVZ[\TLZ�

[V� NSVYPV\ZS`� JVSV\YM\S� (MYPJHU� [L_[PSLZ�� ;OPZ� `LHY�� HU� LU[PYL�
JVSSLJ[PVU� VM� JVZ[\TLZ� ^LYL� [OLTLK� HYV\UK� [OL� ;LTWLZ[��
Shakespeare’s mystical island, with costumes inspired by 
IPYKZ��ÄZOLZ�HUK�ZWPYP[Z��
(M[LY� [OL� ZOV^Z� N\LZ[Z� OHK� [OL� VWWVY[\UP[`� [V� TLL[� [OL�

student designers and makers, and to get an insight into the 
YLZLHYJO��JYLH[P]P[`�HUK�ZRPSS� [OH[�NVLZ� PU[V�KL]LSVWPUN� [OLPY�
creations. 
:VTL� VM� [OL� Z[\KLU[Z� MYVT� 84<»Z� *VZ[\TL� +LZPNU� HUK�

*VUZ[Y\J[PVU� KLNYLL� OH]L� NVUL� VU� [V� JYLH[L� JVZ[\TLZ� MVY�
/VS`^VVK�ISVJRI\Z[LYZ�Z\JO�HZ�º.YH]P[`»�̂ P[O�:HUKYH�)\SSVJR�
HUK�.LVYNL�*SVVUL �̀�[OL�UL^�;=�ZLYPLZ�º6\[SHUKLY»�HUK�ZVTL�
;=�KYHTH�MH]V\YP[LZ�Z\JO�HZ�º4Y�:LSMYPKNL»��6[OLY�NYHK\H[LZ�
OH]L�^VYRLK�^P[O�JVTWHUPLZ�Z\JO�HZ�:JV[[PZO�)HSSL[�HUK�[OL�
>LSZO�5H[PVUHS�6WLYH� U

C o s t u m e 
Showcase pays 
homage to the 
past, present 
and future 

A RECORD NUMBER 
O F  f i l m  b u f f s 
packed Edinburgh’s 

Filmhouse the night before 
graduation to see QMU’s 
annual Film and Media 
Degree Show.

An audience of over 200 
people, including Fiona 
Hyslop, Cabinet Secretary for 
Culture, enjoyed a wonderfully 
varied selection of short 
promotional !lms, dramas and 
documentaries from QMU’s 
2nd, 3rd and 4th year Film and 
Media students.

The ten shorts made by 
QMU’s students were this 
year’s cream of the crop, 
covering a diverse range of 
subjects and genres. The 
documentaries profiled an 
award winning artist, took the 
audience on a musical journey 
to the streets of Morocco and 
showed people how to build 
an earthship. The dramas 
featured characters dealing 
with the effects of grief, 
poverty, illness and… junk 
mail.

Film and Media student, 
Jordan Phillips, won the 
Bruce Thomson College 
Access  Award  (B ruce 
Thomson Memorial Fund), 
and fellow student, Linzi 
Wilson, won the University's 
Media, Communication and 
Performing Arts (MCPA) 
Photography Prize on the 
night.

The audience also got their 
chance to cast their votes 
for best !lm, which was won 

by Graham Wallace. Graham 
also won the Bruce Thomson 
Production Dissertation Prize 
(Bruce Thomson Memorial 
Fund) for his !lm - 'Float'.

The Bruce Thomson prizes 
were awarded in memory of 
Bruce Thomson, a lecturer at 
QMU for many years, who died 
in 2001. Bruce was passionate 
in his support of students, 
especially those from a 
non-traditional educational 
background.  He also had 
a great love of the visual 
arts. The two prizes from his 
memorial fund reflect these 
areas.  

Graham Drysdale, Lecturer 
in Screenwriting & Digital 
Filmmaking at QMU, said: 
“We think this was one of our 
strongest ever screenings, 
with record numbers turning 
out to see our students’ work.

“This event is always a 
highlight in the QMU calendar 
as it provides a platform for us 
to celebrate creativity, as well 
as allowing students to unveil 
!lms they have worked on over 
the last year. It’s important to 
our students to see their work 
on the big screen. There’s 
nothing like hearing and 
seeing an audience respond to 
your !lm in the way you hoped 
when you first conceived of 
the idea.”

The 2015 Queen Margaret 
University Film & Media 
Degree Show was organised 
by Film and Media student, 
Michelle Hanzelova. U 

Bumper year for QMU’s
Film & Media Degree Show

Art Psychotherapy Exhibition –  
not all glitter and Freud

POSTGRADUATE ART PSYCHOTHERAPY students from 
QMU showed off their creative flair as part of an annual 
graduate exhibition which took place at Edinburgh’s 

Gayfield Creative Spaces. 
The MSc Art Psychotherapy Graduate Exhibition celebrated 

the work of more than 15 talented graduates and showcased an 
array of expressive, interactive and insightful artwork.

The exhibition ‘Not all glitter and Freud’ aimed to raise 
awareness and encourage a broader understanding of the 
bene!ts of art therapy. 

Lindsey Edghill, MSc Art Psychotherapy graduate and 
exhibition committee member, said: “Our exhibition provided 
space for the students and tutors to celebrate themselves as 
artists. It also helped to challenge preconceptions of what art 
therapy is and is not.

“Art therapy provides a creative alternative for people to 
communicate thoughts and feelings, which may have otherwise 
been difficult to express verbally. It creates a safe space 
enabling play and supports self-exploration through creative 
communication. As the title suggests - art therapy is not all glitter 
and Freud.” 

The event was sponsored by QMU, the   
QMU Student Development Fund and  
Harviestoun Brewery. U
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University agreement shows 
dementia is serious business 
HEALTH ACADEMICS FROM 

QMU have developed a strategic 
alliance with Scotland’s leading 

dementia charity in a bid to improve 
student understanding of dementia. 
The move will ensure that healthcare 
students at QMU have a robust 
education in dementia so that they 
HYL� TVYL� LɈLJ[P]L� HZ� OLHS[OJHYL�
professionals when they move into 
the workplace. The ultimate aim is 
to improve the care and wellbeing of 
individuals with dementia and families 
HɈLJ[LK� I`� [OL� JVUKP[PVU� HJYVZZ� HSS�
service provision – within the NHS, 
private practice, social work and the 
voluntary sector. 

Dementia is a word used to describe a 
group of illnesses or conditions for which 
there is no cure. Symptoms include 
memory loss, confusion, mood changes 
and increasing difficulty with day-to-day 
tasks. There are many types of dementia, 
with Alzheimer’s being the most common.  
Currently 800,000 people in the UK have 
dementia and that figure is set to rise 
to over a million by 2021. In 2012, 
[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�JVZ[�VM�KLTLU[PH�[V�[OL�
UK was more than £23 billion. That 
cost is set to spiral as the number 
of people living with the disease, 
HUK�V[OLYZ�HќLJ[LK�I`�[OLPY�PSSULZZ��
continues to grow. 

QMU and Alzheimer Scotland 
have been working together for 
several years, but the signing 
o f  t he  o f f i c i a l  ag reemen t 
signalled the increased level 
of commitment that both 
organisations are placing 
on student educat ion. 
Students from across the 
University were invited, but 
the day was primarily aimed at 
ÄYZ[�`LHY�Z[\KLU[Z�MYVT�[OL�HSSPLK�
health professions, including 
Occupat iona l  Therapy and 
Physiotherapy, as well as Nursing 
students. 

Ian McMi l lan ,  Head of  D iv is ion, 
Occupational Therapy and Arts Therapies 
at QMU, said: “We are very serious about 
educating our students about the wider 
considerations of dementia.  All allied health 
professionals in employment will, at some 
point, work with people with dementia, 
as well as their families and carers.  
By working with Alzheimer Scotland we can 
equip our students to better understand 
people’s needs and to work much more 
effectively in the changing landscape of 
health and social care in Scotland.” 

Henry Simmons, Chief Executive of 
Alzheimer Scotland, said: “Dementia is one 
of the biggest health issues in our society 
and there are few families in Scotland who 
HYL�UV[�HќLJ[LK�I`�[OPZ�PSSULZZ��>L�T\Z[�
develop better ways of treating, supporting 
and caring for people with dementia, to 
enable them to live better in their own 
homes and communities. 

“QMU should be commended for 
taking this bold step to embed dementia 
education into its teaching practice. This 
Z[YH[LNPJ�HSSPHUJL�VќLYZ�HU�PUUV]H[P]L�̂ H`�VM�
educating future health professionals about 
dementia. By working together, with QMU 
students, we can make a truly meaningful 
contribution to patient care both in the NHS 
and the independent healthcare sector.” U

A SPECIALIST IN PERSON 
centred practice has been 
appointed as the first 

named chair in nursing at QMU. 
Professor Jan Dewing, who has an 

international reputation for expertise 
in re-enablement and gerontological 
practice including dementia care, 
took up her new position as The 
Sue Pembrey Chair in Nursing at the 
beginning of April. 

Professor Dewing has spent the 
last four years working in a specialist 
partnership role with Canterbury 
Christchurch University and East 
Sussex Community Health NHS 
Trust where she was pivotal in 
developing a person centred 
approach to nursing. In the last 
year, she also held a professorship 
at the Centre for Care Research 
Bergen University College and 
Stord-Haugesund Un ive rs i t y 
College Norway and at The School 
of Nursing, Wollongong University, 
Australia. 

As well as a significant clinical 
practice record, Professor Dewing 
has held a variety of education and 
research posts in universities in the 
UK, Australia and Norway, and with 
The Royal College of Nursing. 

Professor’s Dewing’s research 
expertise in dementia and person 
centred practice will help strengthen 
and expand QMU’s focus on person 
centredness – an important area of 
research which was introduced to 
the University by the appointment of 
Professor Brendan McCormack as 
QMU’s Head of Division of Nursing 
in 2014. The recent investment of 
ZWLJPHSPZ[�Z[Hќ�^P[OPU�[OL�+P]PZPVU�PZ�
paving the way for a new strategic 
direction within the university and 
will see QMU create a new research 
centre for person centred practice. 

The Sue Pembrey Chair was 
named after the renowned nurse 
leader, who was not only recognised 
HZ�H�SLHKPUN�PUUV]H[VY�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�VM�
person centred practice, but was 
one of the key drivers behind the 
development of university education 
for nurses. Sue Pembrey was 
known as a leading light in nursing 
practice development, having set up 
the National Institute for Nursing in 
Oxford, as well as someone who took 
[PTL�[V�U\Y[\YL�RL`�Z[Hќ�^OV�^V\SK�
go on to contribute significantly 
to the nursing profession, both 
in the UK and internationally. To 
Brendan McCormack, Sue was an 
inspirational leader, who helped him 
secure funding for his doctorate 
and then appointed him as one of 
two Clinical Lecturers in Nursing at 
Oxford Brookes University. In the 
last year, while working as Head 
of Division of Nursing at Queen 
Margaret University, Professor 
McCormack has been heralded 
as the first European nurse to be 
honoured in the International Nurse 
Researcher Hall of Fame (Sigma 
Theta Tau International).   

Professor McCormack said: 
“Sue Pembrey was a phenomenal 
woman who helped shape nursing 
in the UK and who supported and 
helped develop the careers of 
many key professionals from the 
National Institute for Nursing such 
as Professor  Angie Titchen and 

Professor Steve Errser. Sue Pembrey 
was a visionary who understood 
the importance of expert clinical 
practice as an academic discipline – 
something that is still an issue today 
in nursing. 

“ In 2013 Sue sadly passed 
away but we were keen to honour 
her passing. We, and her family, 
are delighted that her legacy will 
continue through Professor Jan 
Dewing's work as The Sue Pembrey 
Chair. 

Professor Jan Dewing will play a 
RL`�YVSL�PU�KYP]PUN�MVY^HYK�ZWLJPÄJ�
areas of the University’s new 
strategic framework for its Division 
of Nursing. The new strategy, 
which was launched in April at the 
<UP]LYZP[`»Z�ÄYZ[�;,+_�JVUMLYLUJL��
focuses on four strategic ‘pillars’ 
of activity across al l  areas of 
nursing practice -  teaching and 
learning; research and practice 
development; commercialisation 
and internationalisation. Professor 
Dewing’s work will be pivotal in the 
strategic pillar of Gerontological 
Nursing and Dementia Care, but 
she will also contribute to the three 
other pillars of Managing Long-term 
Conditions; Palliative and End of Life 
Care; and Social and Public Health 
Across the Lifespan. 

Professor McCormack concluded: 
“Professor Dewing has positively 
PUÅ\LUJLK�U\YZPUN�WYHJ[PJL�PU�IV[O�
the UK and abroad and we are 
KLSPNO[LK�[OH[�V\Y�Z[Hќ�HUK�Z[\KLU[�
teams will benefit from her insight 
and strategic direction, in particular 
OLY�ZPNUPÄJHU[�RUV^SLKNL�PU�WYHJ[PJL�
development and person centred 
dementia care.” U 

First nursing 
chair to focus 

on person 
centred care 

and dementia

Sue Pembrey was a 
leading innovator in 
the field of person 
centred practice

Dementia bus at University Square during student 
awareness event.
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THE PROJECT AIMED to 
reduce the potential risk to 
people with osteoporosis of 

accidental injury linked to moving 
and handling, by increasing 
awareness of the prevalence of 
the condition and fracture risk. The 
latter stages of the project have 
been focussed on improving the 
knowledge and skills of frontline 
healthcare staff who, more often 
than not, will be treating those with 
the condition for other reasons and 
may not be aware their patient has 
osteoporosis.  

6Z[LVWVYVZPZ� PZ� H� ºZPSLU[� KPZLHZL»�
^OLYL� [OLYL� HYL� ML^�V\[^HYK� ZPNUZ�
VY�Z`TW[VTZ�\U[PS�P[�PZ�^LSS�HK]HUJLK�
VY�MYHJ[\YLZ�HYL�Z\Z[HPULK��0[�VJJ\YZ�
when bone loss is greater than bone 
production, causing them to become 
weak and easily broken. According to 
[OL�5H[PVUHS�6Z[LVWVYVZPZ�:VJPL[`�VUL�
PU�[^V�^VTLU��HUK�VUL�PU�Ä]L�TLU��
V]LY�[OL�HNL�VM�ÄM[`�^OV�^PSS�IYLHR�H�
IVUL�^PSS�KV�ZV�THPUS`�HZ�H�YLZ\S[�VM�
poor bone health.  

+Y� :TP[O� HUK� [OL� YLZLHYJO� [LHT�
ILNHU� I`� YL]PL^PUN� VZ[LVWVYVZPZ�
S P [ L YH [\ YL � � P U]LZ [ P NH [ P UN � [OL�
PU�OVZWP[HS� L_WLYPLUJLZ� VM� WH[PLU[Z�
diagnosed with osteoporosis, and 
JVUK\J[PUN�X\HSP[H[P]L�PU[LY]PL^Z�^P[O�
OLHS[OJHYL� WYVMLZZPVUHSZ� PUJS\KPUN�
physiotherapists, occupational 
therapists, radiographers and nurses.  
;OL`�MV\UK�[OLYL�^HZ�HU�VWWVY[\UP[`�
[V� PTWYV]L� [OL� RUV^SLKNL� HUK�
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�VM�VZ[LVWVYVZPZ� HUK�
MYHJ[\YL�YPZR�PU�MYVU[SPUL�Z[HɈ�

+Y�:TP[O�ZHPK!�¸6Z[LVWVYVZPZ�[LUKZ�
not to be the reason why people are 
admitted to hospital and a person’s 
condition may not be known by 
MYVU[SPUL�OLHS[OJHYL�Z[HɈ���6\Y�M\UKLYZ�
^HU[LK�[V�PUJYLHZL�RUV^SLKNL�VM�[OL�
WYL]HSLUJL� VM� VZ[LVWVYVZPZ� PU� [OL�
VSKLY�WVW\SH[PVU��ZVTL�VM�̂ OVT�JV\SK�
WV[LU[PHSS`�Z\Z[HPU�MYHJ[\YLZ�ILJH\ZL�
VM�Z\I�VW[PTHS�OHUKSPUN�PU�HJ\[L�JHYL�¹

The team also scrutinised the manual 
OHUKSPUN� SP[LYH[\YL�[V�ÄUK�V\[� PM� [OPZ�
JV]LYLK�HK]PJL�VU�TV]PUN�WH[PLU[Z�
^OV� TH`� OH]L� VZ[LVWVYVZPZ�� HUK�
what needs to be done to address 
any education and training gaps. 
Although best practice manual 
handling guidelines are in place with  
NLULYHS�WYPUJPWSLZ�[OH[�^V\SK�JV]LY�H�
YHUNL�VM�JVUKP[PVUZ�PUJS\KPUN�ZL]LYL�
osteoporosis, health care practitioners 
can’t tell by looking whether their 
patient has the condition or not and 
so may not appreciate the risks. 

+Y� :TP[O� JVU[ PU\LK!� ¸ 0 M � ^L�
JHU� PUJYLHZL� H^HYLULZZ� VM� [OL�
WLY]HZP]LULZZ�VM�VZ[LVWVYVZPZ��[OLU�
LK\JH[PVU�HUK�[YHPUPUN�^PSS�MVSSV^�[OH[�
assumes the condition is a possibility 
HTVUN�WH[PLU[Z��;OPZ�TLHUZ�MYVU[SPUL�
Z[HɈ�JHU�IL�IL[[LY�LX\PWWLK�[V�KLSP]LY�
more specialist, person centred care. 
?�YH`Z��MVY�L_HTWSL��VɈLY�H�WHY[PJ\SHY�
YPZR�� :[HMM� ULLK� IL� H^HYL� VM� [OL�
JVUZLX\LUJLZ�VM�WVZP[PVUPUN�WLVWSL�
MVY� WYVJLK\YLZ� [OH[� JV\SK� PU]VS]L�
applying pressure or twisting and 
[\YUPUN�WHY[Z�VM�[OL�IVK �̀¹

;OL� MPUHS� WOHZL� VM� [OL� 3`KPH�
6Z[LVWVYVZPZ�7YVQLJ[��^OPJO�KYH^Z�[V�
HU�LUK�PU�6J[VILY�[OPZ�`LHY��PU]VS]LZ�
the research team in working with 
0;�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ� [V�KL]LSVW�H�UPJOL�
osteoporosis education social 
UL[^VYR� PU�HU� PU[LYHJ[P]L� MVYTH[� MVY�
MYVU[SPUL�Z[HɈ���>OLU�P[� PZ� SH\UJOLK��
[OPZ�PUP[PH[P]L�̂ PSS�KYH^�VU�[OL�L_WLY[PZL�
VM�VZ[LVWVYVZPZ��THU\HS�OHUKSPUN�HUK�
MHSSZ�ZWLJPHSPZ[Z��HUK�WYV]PKL�SPURZ�[V�
[OL�5H[PVUHS�6Z[LVWVYVZPZ�:VJPL[`�HUK�
M\Y[OLY�YLHKPUN�VU�[OL�JVUKP[PVU��

¸;OPZ� OHZ� ILLU� H� ]LY`� PTWVY[HU[�
YLZLHYJO�HUK�LK\JH[PVU�WYVQLJ[�^OPJO�
JV\SK�OH]L�H�^PKL� YLHJOPUN� PTWHJ[�
VU�[OL�^H`�VSKLY�WLVWSL�HYL�JHYLK�MVY�
PU�H�OVZWP[HS�ZL[[PUN¹��ZHPK�+Y�:TP[O���
¸)`� PUJYLHZPUN� H^HYLULZZ� VM� [OL�
WYL]HSLUJL�VM�VZ[LVWVYVZPZ��HUK�[OL�
Z[LWZ�MYVU[SPUL�JHYL�Z[HɈ�ZOV\SK�[HRL�
to practice person centred patient 
OHUKSPUN�HUK�TV]LTLU[��̂ L�JHU�OVWL�
[V�NV�ZVTL�^H`�[V�PTWYV]PUN�[OL�JHYL�
HUK�JVTMVY[�VM�WH[PLU[Z�¹

;OL� M\SS� MPUKPUNZ� MYVT� [OL� 3`KPH�
6Z[LVWVYVZPZ�7YVQLJ[�̂ PSS�IL�WYLZLU[LK�
later this year to coincide with the 
SH\UJO�VM�[OL�PU[LYHJ[P]L�^LIZP[L� U

A donation of some £500,000, 
which was made to QMU by 
anonymous benefactors, is now 
set to transform the care of 
older people with osteoporosis.  
The Lydia Osteoporosis Project 
was launched in 2011 and has 
been led by Dr Margaret Smith 
in the Nursing Division of QMU’s 
School of Health Sciences.  

Lydia 
Osteoporosis 
Project set to 
improve care 
and comfort 
of patients

Dr Margaret Smith
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Professor 
Ager is new 
director 
of global 
health 
institute
In July, Professor Alastair Ager, 
a specialist in global health and 
humanitarian response, left his 
position at a New York university 
to take up the post of Director 
of International Health and 
Development at QMU. 

7YVMLZZVY�(NLY�OHZ�^VYRLK�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�
VM�NSVIHS�OLHS[O�HUK�KL]LSVWTLU[�MVY�V]LY�
[^LU[`�Ä]L�`LHYZ�HUK�OHZ�WYL]PV\ZS`�OLSK�
WVZP[PVUZ�PU�:JV[SHUK��,UNSHUK��4HSH^P�HUK�
[OL�<:(��<U[PS�YLJLU[S �̀�OL�^HZ�7YVMLZZVY�
VM�7VW\SH[PVU�HUK�-HTPS`�/LHS[O�H[� [OL�
4HPSTHU�:JOVVS�VM�7\ISPJ�/LHS[O�H[�[OL�
*VS\TIPH�<UP]LYZP[`�PU�5L^�@VYR��̂ OLYL�OL�
YHU�H�KVJ[VYHS�WYVNYHTTL�VU�3LHKLYZOPW�PU�
.SVIHS�/LHS[O�HUK�/\THUP[HYPHU�:`Z[LTZ�
Z\WWVY[PUN�TPK�JHYLLY�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ� PU�
SLHKLYZOPW�KL]LSVWTLU[��
(�THQVY�MVJ\Z�VM�OPZ�J\YYLU[�YLZLHYJO�PZ�

L]HS\H[PVU�VM�O\THUP[HYPHU�WYVNYHTTPUN�
MVY� YLM\NLL� JOPSKYLU� �M\UKLK� I`� +-0+��
[OL�>LSSJVTL�;Y\Z[��<50*,-�HUK�>VYSK�
=PZPVU��� ^OPJO� OHZ� YLJLU[S`� PU]VS]LK�
Z[\KPLZ�VM�:VTHSPZ�KPZWSHJLK�[V�,[OPVWPH��
*VUNVSLZL� KPZWSHJLK� [V� <NHUKH� HUK�
:`YPHUZ�KPZWSHJLK�[V�3LIHUVU��1VYKHU�HUK�
0YHX��/PZ�J\YYLU[�YLZLHYJO�HSZV�HKKYLZZLZ�
OLHS[O�Z`Z[LTZ�YLZPSPLUJL�PU�JVU[L_[Z�VM�
HK]LYZP[`��Z[\KPLZ�PU�[OL�4PKKSL�,HZ[��>LZ[�
HUK�:V\[O�(MYPJH��HUK�[OL�LUNHNLTLU[�VM�
SVJHS�MHP[O�JVTT\UP[PLZ� PU�O\THUP[HYPHU�
YLZWVUZL�¶�[OL�SH[[LY�PU]VS]PUN�SVJHS�MHP[O�
NYV\W� LUNHNLTLU[� ^P[O� YLM\NLLZ� PU�
1VYKHU��

7YVMLZZVY�(NLY�^HZ� MVYTLYS`�/LHK�VM�
[OL� +LWHY[TLU[� VM� 7Z`JOVSVN`� H[� [OL�
<UP]LYZP[`�VM�4HSH^P��+PYLJ[VY�VM�[OL�*LU[YL�
MVY�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�/LHS[O�:[\KPLZ�H[�84<��
HUK�:LUPVY�9LZLHYJO�4HUHNLY�MVY�[OL�<2�
+LWHY[TLU[�MVY�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�+L]LSVWTLU[��
^P[O�YLZWVUZPIPSP[`�MVY�[OL�HNLUJ`�Z�NSVIHS�
WVY[MVSPV�VM�OLHS[O�HUK�LK\JH[PVU�YLZLHYJO��
/L�OHZ�^PKL�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�L_WLYPLUJL�HZ�H�
SLJ[\YLY��YLZLHYJOLY�HUK�JVUZ\S[HU[�HJYVZZ�
Z\I�:HOHYHU�(MYPJH��ZV\[O�(ZPH��,\YVWL�
HUK�5VY[O�(TLYPJH��^VYRPUN�^P[O�H�YHUNL�
VM�PU[LY�NV]LYUTLU[HS��UVU�NV]LYUTLU[HS�
HUK�NV]LYUTLU[HS�HNLUJPLZ��6U�YL�QVPUPUN�
84<�� 7YVMLZZVY� (NLY� ^PSS� JVU[PU\L�
OPZ� HJHKLTPJ� HMMPSPH[PVU�^P[O�*VS\TIPH�
<UP]LYZP[`� ^P[O� H� ]PL^� [V� MHJPSP[H[PUN�
YLZLHYJO� JVSSHIVYH[PVU� IL[^LLU� IV[O�
PUZ[P[\[PVUZ��
+Y� -PVUH� *V\[[Z�� +LHU� VM� /LHS[O�

:JPLUJLZ�H[�84<��ZHPK!�̧ >L�HYL�KLSPNO[LK�
[OH[�7YVMLZZVY�(NLY�^PSS�IL�YL[\YUPUN�[V�
84<��6]LY� [OL� `LHYZ�OL�OHZ�NHPULK�H�
^LHS[O� VM� L_WLYPLUJL� PU� NSVIHS� OLHS[O�
HUK�KL]LSVWTLU[�HUK�OHZ�HU�PTWYLZZP]L�
IHJRNYV\UK�PU�[OL�SLHKLYZOPW�VM�LK\JH[PVU�
WYVNYHTTLZ�HUK�PU�YLZLHYJO��>L�ILSPL]L�
[OH[�OL�^PSS�I\PSK�VU�[OL�L_JLSSLU[�^VYR�
HJOPL]LK�I`� [OL� 0UZ[P[\[L� V]LY� [OL� SHZ[�
ML^� `LHYZ�� HUK� [OH[� [OL� WYVNYLZZP]L�
^VYR�VM� [OL� [LHT�^PSS�JVU[PU\L� [V�OH]L�
HU�PTWHJ[�VU�[OL�SP]LZ�VM�[OV\ZHUKZ�VM�
WLVWSL�HSS�V]LY�[OL�^VYSK�¶�[OVZL�^OV�
OH]L� ILLU� KPZWSHJLK�� HYL� ZLLRPUN�
HZ`S\T�� HYL� HMMLJ[LK� I`� KPZHZ[LY�
VY� JVUMSPJ[� VY� JVTT\UP[PLZ� ^OPJO�
YLX\PYL�PTWYV]LTLU[Z�[V�OLHS[OJHYL�
Z`Z[LTZ�¹
7YVMLZZVY� (NLY»Z� HWWVPU[TLU[�

\UKLYSPULZ�84<»Z�HPT�VM�ILPUN�H�
ZVJPHSS`� YLSL]HU[� \UP]LYZP[`�^OPJO�
YLZWVUKZ� [V� ZVTL� VM� [OL� TVZ[�
WYLZZPUN�ULLKZ�VM�ZVJPL[ �̀�HUK� P[Z�
JVTTP[TLU[�[V�PTWYV]PUN�X\HSP[`�VM�
SPML� U

TH E  P A R T N E R S H I P 
PROJECT between QMU 
and Edinburgh Airport 

saw some of QMU’s BA (Hons) 
Events Management students 
ILJVTL�[OL�ÄYZ[�:[\KLU[�;V\YPZT�
Ambassador Role Scotland 
(STARS) team at Edinburgh 
Airport during the busy summer 
months.

The STARS programme was 
designed to provide new employment 
and training opportunities for young 
people.

QMU students - Lauren Osborne, 
Katie Logan and Rebecca Neish - 
ZLY]LK�HZ�[OL�ÄYZ[�:;(9:�^LSJVTL�
team and commercial advisers for 
international passengers arriving at 
Edinburgh Airport.  A number of new 
ÅPNO[Z�SHUKLK�H[�,KPUI\YNO�MYVT�[OL�
US, Canada and the Middle East, 
as well as many other international 
destinations this summer.

Lauren Osborne acted as a team 
supervisor, whilst Katie and Rebecca  
were the new STARS, welcoming 
tens of thousands of international 
passengers to Edinburgh Airport 
between June and August.

The new STARS team was put 
through its paces as part of a rigorous 
selection process led by QMU’s 
Careers and Employability team, as 
well as intensive customer service 
training provided by Edinburgh 
Airport. The talented team also 
brought previous tourism experience, 
having volunteered at the Glasgow 
2014 Commonwealth Games.

Commenting on the launch of the 
STARS programme, Professor Joe 
Goldblatt, Executive Director at the 
International Centre for the Study 
of Planned Events at QMU, said: 

“QMU is delighted to be working in 
partnership with Edinburgh Airport 
to help welcome our international 
visitors and deliver new employment 
opportunities for young people in 
Edinburgh’s tourism sector.

“The STARS programme provided 
a positive first impression and 
enthusiastic welcome for international 
visitors arriving in Edinburgh this 
Z\TTLY�HUK�VќLYLK�H�\UPX\L�WHPK�
work experience for some of our 
most talented students.”

Gordon Dewar, Chief Executive 
of Edinburgh Airport, said: “This is 
the first time we’ve introduced an 
initiative like this at Edinburgh Airport 
and I’m delighted we’re working with 
QMU to help give students a head 
start into employment.

“We’re passionate about giving all 
our passengers a great welcome.  
Our new STARS team were the 
perfect friendly faces to provide 
help and advice to the hundreds of 
thousands of international travellers 
we’re expecting this summer.”

The STARS programme was 
also endorsed by VisitScotland, 
Scot land’s  nat iona l  tour ism 
organisation.  Malcolm Roughead, 
Chief Executive of VisitScotland, 
said: “This is proof that it’s never too 
early to get started in tourism! It is the 
lifeblood of the Scottish economy and 
this exciting initiative is giving young 
people, eager to work in the industry, 
an early taste of what it’s all about.”

Organisers hope that the STARS 
programme will be rolled out to other 
universities and colleges across 
Scotland in 2016, and possibly 
expanded to other airports and rail 
stations. U

L-R: Rebecca Neish (student, L-R: Rebecca Neish (student, QMU); 
Lauren Osborne (student, QMU) & Katie Logan (student, QMU), 
celebrating the launch of the new student tourism ambassador 
programme ‘STARS’, at Edinburgh Airport. 

F LY I N G  
HIGHTourism ambassador 

WYVNYHTTL�[HRLZ�VɈ 
at Edinburgh Airport 
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Scotland’s leading 
youth employment 
VFKHPHV�PDNH�WKHLU�
PDUN�LQ�Europe
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SCOTLAND’S LEADING YOUTH 
employment in i t iat ives have 
been highlighted as examples of 

excellence, as part of a major €2.3m 
European study.
3LK�I`�8\LLU�4HYNHYL[�<UP]LYZP[`��84<���

,KPUI\YNO�� [OL� º(JHKLTPLZ»� WYVNYHTTL�
MVY���¶���`LHY�VSKZ��HUK�[OL�º;OPYK�:LJ[VY�
0U[LYUZOPW�:JV[SHUK»�WYVQLJ[� MVY�\UP]LYZP[`�
Z[\KLU[Z��OH]L�ILLU�ZPUNSLK�V\[�HZ�WPVULLYPUN�
WHY[ULYZOPWZ�^OPJO�HYL�KLSP]LYPUN�ZPNUPÄJHU[�
YLZ\S[Z�MVY�:JV[SHUK»Z�`V\UN�WLVWSL��
º;OL�,KPUI\YNO�.\HYHU[LL»�OHZ�HSZV�ILLU�

PKLU[PÄLK�HZ�H�ZOPUPUN�L_HTWSL�PU�[OL�YLWVY[��
3LK� I`� *P[`� VM� ,KPUI\YNO� *V\UJPS�� ;OL�
Guarantee encourages partnership across the 
LU[PYL�JP[`�VM�,KPUI\YNO�[V�LUZ\YL�HSS�`V\UN�
WLVWSL�^OV�SLH]L�ZJOVVS�OH]L�H�JOVPJL�VM�
QVI��[YHPUPUN�VY�HYL�VɈLYLK�M\Y[OLY�LK\JH[PVUHS�
opportunities. 

+Y� 4HYPVU� ,SSPZVU�� :LUPVY� 3LJ[\YLY� PU�
:VJPVSVN`� H[� 84<�� PZ� SLHKPUN� [OL� THQVY�
European labour study in Scotland. 
+Y�,SSPZVU»Z�^VYR�PZ�WHY[�VM�[OL�05:709,:�

�0UUV]H[P]L�:VJPHS�HUK�,TWSV`TLU[�7VSPJPLZ�
MVY�0UJS\ZP]L�HUK�9LZPSPLU[�3HIV\Y�4HYRL[Z�
PU�,\YVWL��WYVQLJ[��^OPJO�PUJS\KLZ����V[OLY�
SLHKPUN�,\YVWLHU�\UP]LYZP[PLZ��(JHKLTPJZ�
HJYVZZ� [OL�WHY[ULY�\UP]LYZP[PLZ�HYL�W\SSPUN�
[VNL[OLY�PUUV]H[P]L�RUV^SLKNL��[LJOUVSVN`�
HUK� WVSPJ`� HWWYVHJOLZ� [OH[� PTWYV]L� [OL�
YLZPSPLUJL� HUK� HJ[P]L� PUJS\ZPVU� VM� SHIV\Y�
THYRL[Z� MVY� `V\UN� WLVWSL� HUK� V[OLY�
]\SULYHISL�NYV\WZ�HJYVZZ�,\YVWL��

*VTTLU[PUN�VU�[OL�YLWVY[��+Y�,SSPZVU�ZHPK!�
“We’re really pleased that QMU has played 
H�THQVY� YVSL� PU� IYPUNPUN� [OLZL� WPVULLYPUN�
:JV[[PZO� PUP[PH[P]LZ� [V� [OL� H[[LU[PVU� VM� H�
broader European audience. INSPIRES 
PZ�HIV\[�THRPUN�H�KPɈLYLUJL�[V�[OL�SP]LZ�VM�
young people across Europe by anticipating 
[OL�M\[\YL�JOHSSLUNLZ�[OL`�MHJL�^OLU�THRPUN�
the transition between education and 
LTWSV`TLU[��;OPZ�YLX\PYLZ�JSVZL�WHY[ULYZOPW�
IL[^LLU�[OL�W\ISPJ��WYP]H[L�HUK�[OPYK�ZLJ[VYZ�
[V�JYLH[P]L� PUUV]H[P]L� PUP[PH[P]LZ�^OPJO�^PSS�
engage young people and help them secure 
work opportunities. 
¸84<� JVU[PU\LZ� [V� Z\JJLZZM\SS`� KLSP]LY�

PUP[PH[P]LZ�^OPJO�OLSW�[OL�[YHUZP[PVU�IL[^LLU�
LK\JH[PVU�HUK�LTWSV`TLU[�MVY�̀ V\UN�WLVWSL�
across Scotland, including the Academies 
programme and the Third Sector Internship 
:JV[SHUK�WYVQLJ[��05:709,:�YLJVNUPZLZ�[OL�
WVZP[P]L� V\[JVTLZ� MVY� `V\UN� WLVWSL� [OH[�
OH]L�ILLU�HJOPL]LK�HZ�WHY[�VM�[OLZL�84<�
PUP[PH[P]LZ�¹�
+Y�,SSPZVU�HUK�OLY�JVSSLHN\LZ�MYVT�84<�

presented the latest national employment 
YLWVY[�� º0UMVYTPUN� 0UUV]H[P]L�,TWSV`TLU[�
7VSPJPLZ�MVY�:JV[SHUK»��H[�H�YLJLU[�:JV[[PZO�
7HYSPHTLU[�L]LU[�JOHPYLK�I`�*OPJ�)YVKPL�4:7��
;OL�05:709,:�7YVQLJ[� PZ�HPTLK�H[�`V\UN�

WLVWSL�\UKLY�[OL�HNL�VM����̀ LHYZ�HUK�PUJS\KLZ�
ethnic minorities and disabled groups. The 
Scottish researchers are collaborating with 
]HYPV\Z�ZLJ[VYZ�HUK�VYNHUPZH[PVUZ�PUJS\KPUN�
[OL�:JV[[PZO�.V]LYUTLU["�YLNPVUHS�JV\UJPSZ"�
:*+0"� SVJHS�I\ZPULZZLZ"�LK\JH[PVU�ZLJ[VY"�
employer associations and Scottish Trades 
Union Congress.
-VY� TVYL� PUMVYTH[PVU� VU� [OL� 05:709,:�

7YVQLJ[��]PZP[!�^^ �̂PUZWPYLZ�YLZLHYJO�L\�U

“QMU continues to 
successfully deliver 
i n i t i a t i v e s  w h i c h 
help the transition 
between education and 
employment for young 
people across Scotland.”

:[\KLU[�OVULZ�OLY�ZLY]PJL�ZRPSSZ�^P[O�[OL�/VZWP[HSP[`�HUK�;V\YPZT�(JHKLT �̀
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A pioneering internship programme, which has helped improve the career prospects 
VM�Z[\KLU[Z�̂ OPSZ[�THRPUN�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�JVU[YPI\[PVU�[V�[OL�[OPYK�ZLJ[VY��PZ�YLJVNUPZLK�
as one which will create a lasting legacy. 

THOSE WHO HAVE been involved 
with the Third Sector Internships 
:JV[SHUK��;:0:����H�WYVNYHTTL�SLK�

by Queen Margaret University, the Open 
University in Scotland, and Scottish 
Council for Voluntary Organisations 
(SCVO) – believe it has been a force 
for good in society. Based on a unique 
model involving students, universities 
and third sector organisations, TSIS 
can be used as a future template for 
best practice in relation to paid student 
internships. 
;:0:� VќLYLK� Z[\KLU[Z� HJYVZZ� :JV[[PZO�

universities paid and supported internships 
within charities, social enterprises and 
voluntary organisations. As well as 
enhancing the employability of participating 
students through applying their skills and 
I\PSKPUN�[OLPY�JVUÄKLUJL�PU�[OL�^VYR�WSHJL��
the programme has had a positive impact 
on a range of third sector organisations. By 
bringing fresh ideas and new perspectives, 
PU[LYUZ�̂ LYL�HISL�[V�LUOHUJL�HUK�PUÅ\LUJL�
the work of organisations working in 
Scottish communities. The result was a win-
win situation with students developing skills, 
experience and a sense of achievement, 
and third sector organisations harnessing 
the energy and enthusiasm of student 
involvement. 

“TSIS is unique”, said Fiona Boyle, Co-
director of TSIS.  “Internships have existed 
MVY�ZVTL�[PTL��I\[� [OPZ�^HZ�[OL�ÄYZ[� [PTL�
[OH[�[OLYL�OHK�ILLU�H�WYVNYHTTL�VќLYPUN�
WHPK� PU[LYUZOPWZ�ZWLJPÄJHSS`� MVY�Z[\KLU[Z��
rather than graduates. The focus on 
charities, voluntary organisations and social 
enterprises made it distinctive from all other 
internship programmes and with it ensuring 
a living wage for students, it is easy to grasp 
[OL�HWWLHS�HUK�ILULÄ[Z�VM�[OL�WYVNYHTTL�¹�
)V[O�Z[\KLU[Z�HUK�LTWSV`LYZ�ILULÄ[[LK�

in equal measure. But the impact on 
students’ knowledge, skills development, 
JVUÄKLUJL�HUK� M\[\YL� LTWSV`HIPSP[`� OHZ�
been immeasurable. 

Kallum Corke, who recently graduated 
with a BA (Hons) in Drama and Performance 
from QMU, undertook an internship 
at Stramash. The Oban-based social 
enterprise uses outdoors activities to 
promote personal social development, 
environmental stewardship and healthy 
lifestyles. Kallum produced a series of 
ZOVY[�ÄSTZ�ZOV^PUN�[OL�]HYPV\Z�HZWLJ[Z�VM�
the organisation’s activities, highlighting its 
achievements and the positive impact on 
its community.

As Niall Urquhart, CEO of Stramash, said: 
¸2HSS\T»Z�PUW\[�OHZ�THKL�H�YLHS�KPќLYLUJL�[V�
the organisation, providing up-to-date skills 
HUK�L_WLYPLUJL� PU�ÄST�THRPUN�HSVUNZPKL�
[YHPUPUN�HUK�KL]LSVWTLU[�MVY�L_PZ[PUN�Z[Hќ��
It’s been a valuable short and long term 
addition to Stramash.” 

For Kallum, the internship provided 
professional work experience in an area 
related to his degree. As he said: “The 
internship exceeded my expectations. It 
provided a wealth of other experience in 
[LYTZ�VM�I\PSKPUN�JVUÄKLUJL�HUK� PUZPNO[Z�
into how an organisation like Stramash 
works, which is incredibly valuable.”

While the TSIS programme has now 
come to an end, it leaves a positive legacy. 
It captured the attention of thousands of 
student applicants, and the hundreds of 
students who successfully secured a TSIS 
internship have reaped the rewards. The 
impact on employers has been immense 
^P[O� [OL� YPWWSL�LќLJ[�JYLH[PUN�H�^H]L�VM�
positivity across communities, improving 
the lives of so many individuals served by 
the various voluntary sector organisations.
-PVUH�)V`SL�JVUÄYTLK!�¸0TWVY[HU[S �̀� [OL�

WYVQLJ[�OHZ�YHPZLK�[OL�WYVÄSL�VM�:JV[SHUK»Z�
third sector amongst the student population, 
within careers services and generally 
throughout higher education. Students are 
now better placed to view working in the 
[OPYK� ZLJ[VY� HZ� H� ÄYZ[� KLZ[PUH[PVU� JHYLLY�
choice. This is a positive outcome for all – 
students, graduates, the higher education 
and third sectors, and society as a whole.”

Fiona concluded: “TSIS is proof that there 
is power in collaboration. By harnessing 
L_WLY[PZL� HJYVZZ� [OLZL� KPќLYLU[� ZLJ[VYZ�
TSIS has been a force for good. Our legacy, 
based on our research, is the creation of a 
best practice guide which will continue to 
support employers to recruit high quality 
student interns – thereby changing lives and 
communities.” 

Students are now better placed to view 
^VYRPUN� PU� [OL� [OPYK� ZLJ[VY� HZ� H�ÄYZ[�
destination career choice. 

Pioneering collaboration 
creates strong 
internship legacy

Listen to recent graduate Kallum Corke and 
Niall Urquhart from Stramash describing the 
internship. http://www.3rdsectorintern.com/
students/resources/media/
TSIS reports and evaluation can be found at: 
http://www.3rdsectorintern.com/research/
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FOOD SCIENTISTS FROM QMU 
have been running trials of the 
new food product which will be 

[OL�ÄYZ[�JVTTLYJPHSS`�WYVK\JLK�ISHJR�
pudding made with venison blood in 
the UK.  

Specialists from the University’s Scottish 
Centre for Food Development and 
Innovation were tasked with identifying 
if consumers were keen to deviate from 
the traditional black pudding recipe which 
is usually made from onions, pork fat, 
VH[TLHS��ÅH]V\YPUNZ�HUK�WPNZ»�ISVVK��;OL�
scientists ran consumer taste panels and 
focus groups for the Perth based company 
Seriously Good Venison to gauge consumer 
reaction to the new product concept and to 
investigate consumer taste preferences for 
KPќLYLU[�ÅH]V\YLK�]LUPZVU�ISHJR�W\KKPUNZ��

The food scientists identified that the 
venison black pudding was a rich source 
of iron and vitamin B12. The results of 
[HZ[L�WHULSZ��^OPJO�MVJ\ZLK�VU�ÅH]V\Y�HUK�
[L_[\YL��JVUÄYTLK�[OH[�UL^�]LUPZVU�ISHJR�
pudding was a bit hit with the consumer 
tasters. 

Vikki Banks, Director of Seriously Good 
Venison, has been running her venison 
business since 2009. She explained: “We 
OHK�PKLU[PÄLK�H�NHW�PU�[OL�THYRL[�MVY�[OL�
<2»Z�ÄYZ[�ISHJR�W\KKPUN�THKL�MYVT�KLLY���
We developed several recipes – one original 
recipe and another which would be suitable 
for the gluten-free market. However, we 
needed specialist support to establish the 
facts about customer taste preferences and 
perceptions of the product concept.” 

Dr Laura Wyness, Senior Research Fellow 
with Scottish Centre for Food Development 
and Innovation at QMU, said: “There 
is currently no venison black pudding 
H]HPSHISL�PU�[OL�<2��ZV�[OPZ�UL^�MVVK�VќLYZ�
the consumer a new and distinctive product 
from the traditional Scottish recipe. 

“Not only did our research indicate that the 
new venison black pudding was high in iron 
and vitamin B12 and a source of protein, 
it also confirmed that consumers were 
happy to purchase and eat black pudding 
developed from deer.” 

Consumer sensory panellists were asked 
to rank the new food product based on 
aroma, taste, texture, aftertaste and overall 
liking. 

Dr Wyness continued: “We were pleased 
to report that there was a consumer 
acceptance of the new product and that 
panellists reported very favourably about 
the taste and texture of Seriously Good 
Venison’s black pudding. As the only 
producer of this venison black pudding, we 
feel that Seriously Good Venison now has a 
distinctive commercial advantage. We hope 
our research work will support the company 
in bringing this tasty new product to the 
market place.” 

Lucky guests at ‘Dining on the Wild 
Side’, a unique food event developed 
by The Edinburgh International Science 
Festival, were amongst the first to taste 
the new venison black pudding which was 
incorporated into a unique dish containing 
the Scottish superfood sea buckthorn. Held 
in April, the gastronomic event saw food 
enthusiasts tuck into a three course meal 
JVU[HPUPUN�̂ PSK�TLH[��ÄZO�HUK�MVYHNLK�MY\P[Z�
and vegetables, and offered guests the 
opportunity to hear from chef Ben Reade 
and TV presenter and author Alys Fowler. U

As part of the Employer 
Mentoring Scheme, Cody 

got the chance to help 
create a new student 

YLJY\P[TLU[�ÄST�MVY�84<��
which he also starred in. The 
ÄST�OHZ�Q\Z[�ILLU�SH\UJOLK�
VU�[OL�84<�^LIZP[L�HUK�

VU�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�HUK�JHU�IL�
viewed online at: 

https://goo.gl/o6nYZE 
Cody Edw
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ith Tanam
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m
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First venison 
black 
pudding is 
stag-geringly 
good

<UP]LYZP[`� YLZLHYJO� OHZ� ZOV^U� [OH[� :JV[SHUK»Z� ÄYZ[� L]LY� ]LUPZVU� ISHJR�
pudding has the potential to be a serious hit with foodies. 

GR A D U AT E S  H A V E  T O 
compete for the internship 
opportunities but those who 

are successful are presented with 
fantastic opportunities with a variety 
of interesting companies. The chance 
to earn £1,000 per month for three 
months is also very attractive and a 
great way to start working life. 

One recent  graduate who has 
taken every opportunity to develop 
his employability skills is 22 year old 
Cody Edwards from Carlisle. Cody 
was mentored by a highly experienced 
PR professional as part of QMU’s 
Employer Mentoring Project. His mentor 
encouraged him to apply for a PR & 
Social Media position with the Santander 
Internship Programme.  Cody took the 
HK]PJL�HUK�ILH[�Vќ�Z[Pќ�JVTWL[P[PVU�MYVT�
fellow students to secure the sought-after 
internship with one of Edinburgh’s top 
creative agencies.

Having just graduated with a BA 
(Hons) Media Studies from QMU in July, 
Cody was able to start his media career 
almost immediately with Tanami, a video 
production, public relations and social 
media agency. 

Bu i ld ing on h is  prev ious work 
experience with the Glasgow 2014 
Commonwealth Games and the BBC, 
Cody hopes to widen his skills set 
by getting hands-on experience of 
managing public relations campaigns 
for ambitious start-up companies to 
global market leaders. Tanami’s clients 
include Magners, Peugeot, the Scottish 
Government and Chevrolet. 

Commenting on his new internship 
role, Cody said: “I’m 
really excited about 
jo in ing  one  o f 
Edinburgh’s top 
creative agencies 
so soon after 
g r a d u a t i n g , 
and getting my 
career off the 
ground. 

“The continued advice and support 
I’ve received through QMU’s Employer 
Mentoring Scheme was extremely 
ILULÄJPHS�HUK�NH]L�TL�JVUÄKLUJL�̂ OLU�
P[�^HZ�TVZ[�ULLKLK�PU�T`�ÄUHS�`LHY�VM�
study. The experience encouraged me 
to explore new career options in public 
relations and led to some interesting 
creative opportunities with QMU’s 
4HYRL[PUN�HUK�*VTT\UPJH[PVUZ�6ѝJL��

Donna Cochrane who works in QMU’s 
Development team has helped set up 
a wide variety of Santander internships 
for QMU students and graduates. She 
explained: “Internships are becoming 
increasingly important as employers are 
also looking for practical experience in 
addition to academic achievements. The 
Santander Universities SME Internship 
Programme is a great way to help equip 
students and graduates with the skills, 
knowledge and experience they need to 
help them build successful careers.” 

The internships are part-funded by 
Santander Universities which provides 
£1,500 towards the cost of the intern’s 
salary.   
+VUUH�JVU[PU\LK!�̧ ;OL�PU[LYUZOPWZ�VќLY�

H�]HYPL[`�VM�ILULÄ[Z�MVY�IV[O�[OL�PU[LYUZ�
and the SMEs which participate in the 
programme. It provides our students and 
graduates with the opportunity to gain 
the all-important practical experience and 
valuable industry insight, as well as the 
chance to build a network of contacts 
for their future careers. SMEs find the 
Santander funding hugely rewarding 
and they also have the advantage of 
accessing a motivated talent pool.”   

If you are an SME interested in 
participating in next year’s programme, 
contact Donna Cochrane in QMU’s 
+L]LSVWTLU[�6ѝJL�,!KJVJOYHUL'XT\�
ac.uk U

Santander 
Internship 

helps 
graduate 
land role 

with creative 
agency 
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5L^�NYHK\H[LZ�HYL�ILPUN�VɈLYLK�
incredible opportunities to kick 

start their careers through the help 
of the Santander Universities SME 

Internship Programme, which is run 
in collaboration with QMU. 



Donation helps Gastronomy 
students take part  in 
international food festivals 
ALUMNA ELIZABETH SALVESEN from 
Edinburgh has made a donation to QMU 
which will enable students on the MSc 
Gastronomy course to attend one of 
[OL�TVZ[�ZPNUPÄJHU[�MVVK�MLZ[P]HSZ�PU�[OL�
world. 

The generous donation of £25,000 will 
support students to travel to, and take part 
in, Terra Madre/Salone del Gusto (TM/SdG) 
;OL�Ä]L�KH`�L]LU[��OLSK�PU�4PSHU��PZ�H�IPLUUPHS�
international gathering of producers, chefs, 
eaters, politicians, activists and anyone who 
cares about food and the land it comes 
from. Attracting over 250,000 people, the 
unique event is a celebration of the people, 
environment and culture that creates our 
food. In alternative years, the fund will enable 
student participation in ‘Cheese’, the world’s 
largest cheese festival, which is very similar in 
philosophy to Terra Madre/Salone del Gusto.

An essential component of the MSc 
Gastronomy is engaging students in the 
ÄLSK��;OLZL�PU]HS\HISL�ÄLSK�[YPWZ�L_WVZL�V\Y�
students to the realities of farming, factories, 
hospitality, community initiatives and much 
TVYL��>P[OPU�[OL�JV\YZL��UV�ÄLSK�[YPW�PZ��TVYL�
profound and important than that of Terra 
Madre/Salone de Gusto.  

The £25,000 donation wil l develop 
‘The Elizabeth Salvesen and QMU MSc 
Gastronomy Annual Field Trip’. The fund 
^PSS�Y\U�MVY�H�[V[HS�VM�Ä]L�`LHYZ�HUK�[OL�`LHYS`�
donation of £5,000 will enable the QMU MSc 
.HZ[YVUVT`�[LHT�[V�I\PSK�[OL�HUU\HS�ÄLSK�
trip to Terra Madre or the Cheese festival into 
the course’s academic calendar. The funding 
will be used to cover all event admission, 
HUK�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�Z\IZPKPZL�HJJVTTVKH[PVU�
HUK�ÅPNO[Z��[OLYLI`�THRPUN�P[�HќVYKHISL�MVY�
Z[\KLU[Z�YLNHYKSLZZ�VM�[OLPY�ÄUHUJPHS�TLHUZ�

Professor Alan Gilloran, Deputy Principal of 
QMU said: “We are passionate about helping 
students enhance their learning experience by 
travelling abroad and experiencing important 
conferences and cultural events.  However, 
often students are unable to take part in 
PU[LYUH[PVUHS�[YH]LS�K\L�[V�ÄUHUJPHS�JVZ[Z�¹�

He continued: “The opportunity to take part 
in festivals such as Terra Madre provides an 
outstanding opportunity for our students to 
develop their understanding of international 
food cultures and political perspectives. 
These experiences have the ability, not only 
to enhance student learning, but to heavily 
PUÅ\LUJL�JHYLLY�WH[O^H`Z�MVY�V\Y�Z[\KLU[Z��
The outcome of taking part in such events 
could indeed be life changing. Students 
will also be able to share the international 
knowledge they have gained on their return 
to Scotland. We are extremely grateful to 
Elizabeth Salvesen for the positive impact that 
her donation will have on our students.” U

Interview with 
Jennifer Orr
Deputy Orchestra Manager at the Royal 
Scottish National Orchestra (RSNO)
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Has the Masters helped you get to where you 
are today? 
(IZVS\[LS`�� -PYZ[� VM� HSS�� [OL�^VYR� WSHJLTLU[�TVK\SL�

^HZ�RL`�[V�TL�NL[[PUN�T`�QVI�^P[O�[OL�9:56��>OPSZ[�T`�
WSHJLTLU[�^HZ�PU�H�KPɈLYLU[�KLWHY[TLU[�H[�[OL�9:56��0�
^HZ�HISL�[V�ILJVTL�MHTPSPHY�^P[O�[OL�VYNHUPZH[PVU�HUK�P[Z�
]HS\LZ��̂ OPJO�OLSWLK�K\YPUN�[OL�PU[LY]PL^�Z[HNLZ��0�HSZV�OHK�
HU�PU�OV\ZL�YLMLYLL�
;OL�Z[`SL�HUK�[OVYV\NOULZZ�VM�[OL�4HZ[LYZ�JV\YZL��HSZV�

HWWLHSLK�[V�T`�J\YYLU[�LTWSV`LYZ����[OL`�SPRLK�[OL�̂ H`�[OL�
JV\YZL�[YHPULK�TL�[V�[OPUR�JYP[PJHSS`�HUK�X\LZ[PVU�[OPUNZ��
^OPJO�[OL`�YLJVNUPZLK�HZ�H�X\HSP[`�0�JV\SK�IYPUN�[V�[OL�QVI��
-VY�[OL�9:56��OH]PUN�ZVTLVUL�^P[O�\W�[V�KH[L�[LHJOPUN�
VU�J\YYLU[�HɈHPYZ�PU�[OL�ZLJ[VY�^HZ�HSZV�H[[YHJ[P]L�HUK�[OL�
contacts that I had gained during the course could be 
WV[LU[PHSS`�]HS\HISL�[V�[OLT�

Tips for current QMU students? 
;OL�84<�[LHJOPUN�Z[HɈ�HYL�]LY`�L_WLYPLUJLK�HUK�HYL�

extremely knowledgeable about their sectors so make the 
TVZ[�VM�[OLT��3PZ[LU�[V�[OL�HK]PJL�[OL`�NP]L��HZR�MVY�OLSW�
PM�`V\�ULLK�P[�HUK�[HRL�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[V�TLL[�^P[O�`V\Y�
WLYZVUHS�[\[VY��:VTL�VM�[OL�TVZ[�]HS\HISL�JVU]LYZH[PVUZ�0�
OHK�^LYL�^P[O�T`�WLYZVUHS�[\[VY��^OV�OLSWLK�TL�PTWYV]L�
T`�*=�HUK�NH]L�TL�HK]PJL�VU�OV^�[V�NL[�H�NVVK�^VYR�

placement. But don't rely on the 
Z[HMM� [VV� T\JO�� IL� WYVHJ[P]L��

go to them with ideas and 
X\LZ[PVUZ��;OL�TVYL�LɈVY[�
you put in, the more you 
HYL� SPRLS`� [V�NL[�V\[�VM�
the course. U

JENNIFER COMPLETED HER MA in Arts and Cultural 
Management at QMU in August 2014 and has been working 
M\SS�[PTL�PU�OLY�YVSL�HZ�[OL�+LW\[`�6YJOLZ[YH�4HUHNLY�H[�[OL�

Royal Scottish National Orchestra (RSNO) since September 2013. 
Completing most of the course during the 2012/13 academic year, 
ZOL�[OLU�[YHUZMLYYLK�[V�Z[\K`PUN�WHY[�[PTL�HSVUNZPKL�̂ VYRPUN�MVY�[OL�
9:56�[V�JVTWSL[L�[OL�ÄUHS�YLZLHYJO�TVK\SL�
;OL� 9:56� PZ� H� WYVMLZZPVUHS� Z`TWOVU`� VYJOLZ[YH� HUK� HZ� VUL� VM�

:JV[SHUK�Z�5H[PVUHS� 7LYMVYTPUN�*VTWHUPLZ�� P[� OHZ� H� YLZWVUZPIPSP[`�
to reach, engage and inspire people with classical music throughout 
Scotland.
1LUUPMLY�PZ�WHY[�VM�H�ZTHSS�[LHT�H[�[OL�9:56�̂ OVZL�THPU�HPT�PZ�[V�LUZ\YL�

[OL�I\Z`�ZJOLK\SL�VM�VYJOLZ[YH�HJ[P]P[PLZ��Z\JO�HZ�YLOLHYZHSZ��JVUJLY[Z��
tours, educational outreach programmes and recording sessions all run 
ZTVV[OS �̀�;OPZ�YLX\PYLZ�[OL�[OVYV\NO�WSHUUPUN�HUK�L_LJ\[PUN�VM�SVNPZ[PJZ�
to get the musicians, soloists, conductors and all the musical instruments 
HUK�LX\PWTLU[�[V�[OL�YPNO[�WSHJL�H[�[OL�YPNO[�[PTL�
1LUUPMLY�Z�THPU�YLZWVUZPIPSP[ �̀�OV^L]LY��PZ�[V�YLJY\P[�HUK�THUHNL�[OL�

MYLLSHUJL�T\ZPJPHUZ�[OH[�HYL�YLX\PYLK�MVY�LHJO�WYVQLJ[��;OLZL�T\ZPJPHUZ�
TPNO[�WYV]PKL�JV]LY�MVY�]HJHU[�WVZP[PVUZ�PU�[OL�VYJOLZ[YH�VY�MVY�
WLVWSL�VU�SLH]L��:VTL[PTLZ�T\ZPJPHUZ�ULLK�[V�IL�YLJY\P[LK�̂ OV�
WSH`�H�ZWLJPHSPZ[�PUZ[Y\TLU[�VY�TVYL�T\ZPJPHUZ�TH`�IL�ULLKLK�PM�
H�JLY[HPU�WPLJL�VM�T\ZPJ�YLX\PYLZ�P[��([�[PTLZ��[OLYL�JV\SK�IL�\W�
[V����MYLLSHUJL�T\ZPJPHUZ�YLX\PYLK�LHJO�^LLR�ZV�[OPZ�PZ�VM[LU�H�
JVTWSL_�WYVJLZZ�^OPJO�JVTIPULZ�H�U\TILY�VM�KPɈLYLU[�HZWLJ[Z�
VM�THUHNLTLU[��-VY[\UH[LS �̀�HYLHZ�PUJS\KPUN�WLVWSL�THUHNLTLU[��
O\THU�YLZV\YJLZ�THUHNLTLU[��WYVQLJ[�THUHNLTLU[�HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�
THUHNLTLU[�^LYL�HSS�WHY[�VM�1LUUPMLY»Z�JV\YZL�H[�84<��
0TTLKPH[LS`�ILMVYL�Z[\K`PUN�H[�84<��1LUUPMLY�^VYRLK� PU� [OL�

J\S[\YHS� ZLJ[VY� H[� [OL� 5H[PVUHS�4\ZL\T� VM� :JV[SHUK� HUK� OHK�
L_WLYPLUJL�PU�OPNO�LUK�J\Z[VTLY�ZLY]PJL�HUK�OVZWP[HSP[ �̀�/V^L]LY��
^P[O�HU�\UKLYNYHK\H[L�KLNYLL�PU�T\ZPJ�WLYMVYTHUJL�1LUUPMLY�^HZ�
RLLU�[V�ÄUK�LTWSV`TLU[�PU�[OL�WLYMVYTPUN�HY[Z�ZLJ[VY�HUK�OVWLK�[OH[�
M\Y[OLY�Z[\K`�^V\SK�OLSW�THRL�[OPZ�[YHUZP[PVU�IL[^LLU�QVIZ�WVZZPISL�

What made you chose QMU? 
0�OHK�ILLU�HWWS`PUN�MVY�̂ VYR�̂ P[OPU�[OL�HY[Z�THUHNLTLU[�ZLJ[VY�I\[�OHK�

SP[[SL�Z\JJLZZ�HZ�TVZ[�QVIZ�YLX\PYLK�YLSL]HU[�L_WLYPLUJL�VM�̂ VYRPUN�KPYLJ[S`�
PU�[OL�ZLJ[VY��;OL�JV\YZL�H[�84<�VɈLYLK�H�̂ VYR�WSHJLTLU[�TVK\SL�̂ OPJO�
HSSV^LK�TL�[V�NHPU�PU]HS\HISL�L_WLYPLUJL�̂ VYRPUN�MVY�HU�HY[Z�VYNHUPZH[PVU��
;OL�WYHJ[PJHS�LSLTLU[�[V�LHJO�VM�[OL�TVK\SLZ�HWWLHSLK�[V�TL�HZ�[OL�
HZZPNUTLU[Z�̂ LYL�IHZLK�VU�YLHS��SPML�SPRL�[HZRZ�[OH[�̀ V\�̂ V\SK�ÄUK�HZ�WHY[�
VM�H�QVI�PU�[OL�HY[Z��-VY�L_HTWSL��JVTWSL[PUN�H�YLHS�M\UKPUN�HWWSPJH[PVU��
W\[[PUN�[VNL[OLY�H�THYRL[PUN�WSHU�MVY�H�UL^�HY[Z�L]LU[��HUK�HUHS`ZPUN�
current arts policies or strategic plans.
;OL� JV\YZL� JV]LYZ� Z\JO� H� ]HYPL[`� VM� KPMMLYLU[� [VWPJZ� [OH[� P[� NP]LZ�

`V\�H�[OVYV\NO�PU[YVK\J[PVU�[V�LHJO�RL`�HZWLJ[�VM�THUHNPUN�HU�HY[Z�
organisation. My main interest was in the classical music industry and 
[OL� MSL_PISL�UH[\YL�VM� [OL�JV\YZL�HSSV^LK�TL� [V� [HPSVY�T`� PUKP]PK\HS�
HZZPNUTLU[Z�[V�[OPZ�HYLH�̂ OPSZ[�Z[PSS�NHPUPUN�H�OVSPZ[PJ�\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�VM�[OL�
HY[Z�HUK�J\S[\YHS�ZLJ[VY��0�TL[�[OL�JV\YZL�SLHKLY�HUK�ZVTL�VM�[OL�[LHJOPUN�
Z[HɈ�H[�HU�VWLU�L]LUPUN�HUK�MV\UK�[OL`�HYL�HSS�Z[PSS�HJ[P]LS`�PU]VS]LK�PU�
]HYPV\Z�HYLHZ�VM�[OL�HY[Z�HUK�J\S[\YHS�ZLJ[VY�̂ OPJO�TLHU[�[OH[�[OL�JVU[LU[�
VM�[OL�JV\YZL�̂ HZ�J\YYLU[��YLSL]HU[�HUK�MVY^HYK�[OPURPUN��+\YPUN�[OL�JV\YZL�
[OLYL�̂ HZ�HSZV�]HS\HISL�JVU[HJ[�̂ P[O�HY[Z�THUHNLTLU[�WYHJ[P[PVULYZ��ZVTL�
^OV�SLK�WHY[Z�VM�[OL�JV\YZL�VY�JHTL�PU�HZ�N\LZ[�ZWLHRLYZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�[OL�
WLYZVUHS�L_WLYPLUJL�HUK�RUV^SLKNL�ZOHYLK�I`�84<�Z[HɈ�



Judy Moss is looking to 
contact graduates from 
Institutional Management 
1965- 1968 to join the 
50th anniversary reunion 
in late September 2015.

Marjorie Tait (nee 
Andrew)  wishes to 
contact graduates of the 
Diploma of Life Sciences, 
Nursing who started at 
QMC in August 1975.

Fiona Davies wishes 
to contact graduates of 
the Diploma in Home 
Economics, who started 
in 1965, to join the 
reunion in September 
2015.

Tina Chapman (nee 
MacFayden) wants to 
organise a 40th reunion. 
She is hoping to contact
graduates of OTTC who 
started in Astley Ainslie 
Hospital and graduated 
in 1975 from QMC. 

Doreen Tait (nee Croal) 
is hoping to organise a 
reunion in September 
this year. She is trying 
to make contact with 
graduates of the Diploma 
in Home Economics, who 
graduated in 1978. 

Dakota Hotels VќLYZ�UL^�
support package for hospitality 
students 

Q4<�/(:�1605,+�MVYJLZ�^P[O�H^HYK�^PUUPUN�+HRV[H�
Hotels to provide students with outstanding employ�
HIPSP[`�HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�Z\WWVY[�

;OL�IV\[PX\L�OV[LS�NYV\W�PZ�VќLYPUN�HUU\HS�PU[LYUZOPWZ�HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�
sponsorship to QMU’s hospitality and tourism degree students.

This partnership development makes an important contribution to 
QMU’s links with industry and helps to strengthen its already robust 
employability strategy. 

QMU’s hospitality division has been working with Dakota Hotels for 
several years. The University awarded Ken McCulloch, the group’s 
founder and chairman, with an honorary doctorate in 2007.  Dakota 
Hotels has also provided undergraduate internships to several 
hospitality and tourism students and, more recently, has welcomed 
two QMU graduates onto its Graduate Development Programme.

The new awards were launched at this year’s summer graduation 
ceremony. The Dakota Achievement Sponsorship was presented 
to Adam Roe, the new President of QMU’s Students’ Union, who 
won the award for his innovative dissertation which focused on 
edible insects. Dakota will also make an award to a student on the 
MSc International Management & Leadership and MBA Hospitality 
students for their industry-based Community and Business Impact 
Project.  

Independent hotelier, Ken McCulloch, said: “Dakota has been 
delighted to support and work alongside QMU. We share mutual 
respect and an understanding that we must provide the opportunity 
for ambitious individuals who have committed to learning the 
foundations of hospitality, to enter our industry with the strongest 
possible platform for them to achieve great success. Our industry 
needs enthusiastic, talented graduates who have a genuine passion 
for delivering service, and this sponsorship seeks to award their 
commitment thus far.” 

Bernie Quinn, Senior Lecturer in Hospitality and Tourism at 
QMU, concluded: “This is another exciting development in the 
relationship between QMU and Dakota Hotels. Our students are 
HSYLHK`�ILULÄ[[PUN�NYLH[S`�MYVT�[OL�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�WYV]PKLK�I`�+HRV[H�
and these prizes provide both great incentive and rewards which 
recognise the exceptional endeavours of our graduating students.” U

Susie supports 
Trees of Life

SUSIE GALE WAS keen to create a lasting 
memorial of her time at QMU. After a 
family breakup she and her daughters 

moved from the Highlands to Musselburgh 
so Susie could retrain as a podiatrist. Susie 
said: “I marked my graduation by having a 
tree planted in the campus grounds. Firstly, 
I wanted my girls to know we had left 
something behind to say ‘We were here’. 
Secondly,  I’m keen to encourage other 
people like myself, to realise they can change 
direction and begin again in a new career.” 

In June, Susie’s Rowan tree was planted in the 
grounds of QMU, next to the pond. 

If you’d like to celebrate your time at QMU or 
honour someone close to you, please consider 
sponsoring a tree as part of QMU’s Trees of Life 
M\UK��^^ �̂XT\�HJ�\R�[YLLVÅPML�U

Leading Portuguese artist’s 
work donated to QMU 

Development News

THIRTEEN QMU ALUMNI, who are 
residents of Orkney, gathered at the 
St Magnus Centre (next to St Magnus 

Cathedral) for a reception hosted by 
7YVMLZZVY�1VL�.VSKISH[[��+L]LSVWTLU[�6ɉJLY�
at QMU. 
 The alumni ranged from a graduate of Atholl 
Crescent, whose mother preceded her at QMU,  to 
a recent media studies graduate who left in 2009. 
The alumni group raised funds to sponsor a tree in 
QMU’s ‘Trees of Life’ project. The Orcadian alumni 
ZWVUZVYLK�9V^HU�[YLL�̂ PSS�IL�[OL�ÄM[PL[O�[YLL�PU�[OL�
NYV]L�H[�84<�HUK�[OL�ÄYZ[�VUL�ZWVUZVYLK�I`�H�
regional alumni group.  
 Professor Goldblatt said: "The gratitude for QMU 
and enthusiasm for our future plans demonstrated 
by many of our most northern alumni in Orkney 
was truly inspiring."  
 The event was organised by QMU alums Alison 
Campbell and Caroline Robertson. One alum, 
Graham Bichan, whose family owns Orkney Ice 
Cream company, stated that he had too many 
positive memories of QMU to name only one.
 According to QMU’s records we have about 70 
graduates from Orkney. If you’re an Orcadian 
graduate and you haven’t been in touch with us 
for a while, please do reconnect with the University 
via our alumni team. We’d love to hear your news.  
E: alumni@qmu.ac.uk  U
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A COLLECTION OF ART work by a leading Portuguese 
artist is to be displayed at QMU.
Susana Stevens, the daughter of Bartolomeu Cid dos 

Santos, Portugal’s leading 20th century artist, kindly donated a 
selection of her late father’s work to the University.  

Born in 1931, Dos Santos was brought up in Lisbon and studied 
at the city's Escola de Belas-Artes. However, he was keen to 
escape what he referred to as the ‘oppressive cultural desert that 
was then-fascist Portugal’, and moved to London in the 1950s to 
further his artistic exploration at the Slade School of Fine Art, part 
of University College London. 
;OL�PUZ[P[\[PVU�HSSV^LK�OPT�[V�ÅV\YPZO�HUK�OL�^LU[�VU�[V�[LHJO�

at the Slade between 1961 and 1996. His work focused primarily 
on printmaking where he employed a combination of etching and 
aquatint. 

He was eventually elected a fellow of University College London 
HUK�PU��  ��LTLYP[\Z�WYVMLZZVY�PU�ÄUL�HY[�VM�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`�VM�
London. A man of great charm, he was revered as a teacher and 
his MA course at the Slade attracted an international body of 
students. He held a number of visiting professorships abroad, and 
was elected a fellow of the Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers 
in 1990.

Examples of Dos Santos’ work can be found all over the world 
including the British Museum, the Victoria and Albert, Cambridge, 
the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, the Museum of Modern Art,  
New York and the Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon. His greatest 
work is the etched limestone panels he created for the murals in 
the atrium of the Lisbon underground station serving Portugal's 
National Library. The central section, covering 1,000 sq m, depicts 
HU�PTTLUZL�SPIYHY`�JVU[HPUPUN�[OL�JV\U[Y`�Z�ÄULZ[�SP[LYH[\YL�

Fourteen limited edition etchings by Dos Santos will be displayed, 
on a rotational basis, outside The Halle Lecture Theatre at QMU. 
Dos Santos’ daughter, Susana, is delighted that her father’s work 
will be on display at QMU where her daughter Tabitha is a media 
student. She said: “My father dedicated his life to art and the 
education of others with his work focusing on the concepts of 
freedom and travel, encompassing both physical and intellectual 
journeys. He was not afraid to draw on popular culture and Stanley 
2\IYPJR�^HZ�H�Z[YVUN�PUÅ\LUJL���/L�^V\SK�OH]L�ILLU�KLSPNO[LK�
that his work was on show at a forward-thinking university with 
H�ÅHNZOPW�PU�*YLH[P]P[`�HUK�*\S[\YL��HUK�[OH[�OPZ�WYPU[Z�JV\SK�IL�
LUQV`LK�I`�H�]PIYHU[�`V\UN�Z[\KLU[�H\KPLUJL�HZ�^LSS�HZ�Z[Hќ�HUK�
international visitors.” 

Professor Petra Wend, Principal of QMU, said: “The themes of 
freedom, social justice and internationalism that dominate Dos 
Santos’ work chime well with QMU’s ethos and these prints make 
a real appealing addition to the campus environment.” U

DURING A REUNION visit to the 
Orkney Islands Professor Joe 
Goldblatt, QMU’s international 

events guru and development 
officer, was delighted to make the 
acquaintance of Graham Bichan. To 
the Professor’s delight, Graham not 
only turned out to be a graduate of 
Applied Food Science and Marketing 
in 2000, but also holds a senior 
position within the Orkney Ice Cream 
company which his family own. 

Graham is Production Director at the 
Orkney Creamery, which is the family 
business that produces the renowned 
Orkney ice cream and the main producer 
of milk on the islands. Run by the Bichan 
family from its farm near Kirkwall, the 
Orkney Creamery has evolved over the 
past 60 years to become one of the most 
innovative and respected businesses in 
the Scottish dairy sector.
;OL�ÄYT�ÄYZ[�JYLH[LK� P[Z� PJL�JYLHT�PU�

1995, as growing consumer demand for 
low fat milk created a surplus of cream at 
its dairy. The high quality luxury ice cream 
produced has gone on to become one 
of the most popular brands in Scotland 
and has won a string of awards including 
‘Best Artisan Ice Cream in the UK’.

Professor Goldblatt couldn’t believe 
his luck. As he says himself, being an 
American, ice cream is one of his all-time 
favourite treats. Passionate about 
:JV[SHUK�HUK�PU�[OL�TPKKSL�VM�H�SV]L�HќHPY�
with the Orkney Islands, he was quick 
to strike up a relationship with Graham’s 
company.

With little persuasion necessary, Graham 
kindly agreed to supply Orkney ice cream 
for some of QMU major invents including 
the up and coming undergraduate open 
day on Saturday 4th October and the 
Freshers’ Fair. So, our new students and 
visitors to open day will be able to indulge 
themselves in Orkney’s luscious ice cream 
HUK�ZHTWSL�H�U\TILY�VM�L_JP[PUN�ÅH]V\YZ��

Professor Joe Goldblatt said: “It is my 
privilege to meet QMU graduates and to 
see how their careers have progressed 
since studying at QMU. Since graduating, 
Graham has assisted his family business 
in diversifying and helping it grow to 
ILJVTL�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�WSH`LY�PU�[OL�HY[PZHU�
dairy food market. With our history in food 
and nutrition, and our current commercial 
research interests in food and drink, we 
are delighted to reconnect with Graham 
and collaborate with his company on 
future projects.” 

If you remember Graham from your 
students days at QMU and wish to 
reconnect or you want to know more 
about the Orkney Creamery and its ice 
cream, contact: E: info@orkneyicecream.
com or visit: www.orkneyfoodanddrink.
com/orkney-creamery U

Orkney ice cream director 
reconnects with his alma mater

Reunions: Call for Classmates

Graham Bichan

Orkney Reunion in April 



 

After studying Business Management 
at QMU, Ryan O’Rorke left University 
in 2010 to set up his own business. 

In the last four years, he has established 
ZL]LYHS� ^LIZP[LZ�� NV[� H� QVI� VɈLY� VU�
‘Dragons’ Den’ and seen his food and drink 
I\ZPULZZ�L_WHUK�ZPNUPÄJHU[S �̀�
;OL� MV\UKLY� VM� NV\YTL[� MVVK� HUK� ILLY�

KPZ[YPI\[VY�-SH]V\YS`�Z[HY[LK�VWLYH[PUN�MYVT�
his grandmother’s Edinburgh garage in August 
������;OL�JVTWHU`�OHZ�[^V�JS\IZ�¶�H�NV\YTL[�
MVVK�HUK�ZUHJR�JS\I��HUK�[OL�V[OLY��H�JYHM[�
beer box. Both send customers small batch 
WYVK\J[Z�MYVT�NYLH[�ILLY�HUK�MVVK�WYVK\JLYZ�
MYVT�HSS�V]LY� [OL�<2��*VTWHU`�ZHSLZ�OH]L�
PUJYLHZLK�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�V]LY�[OL�SHZ[�ML^�`LHYZ�
HUK�9`HU�PZ�UV^�SVVRPUN�[V�L_WHUK�MYVT�OPZ�
������ ZX\HYL� MLL[� VM� ^HYLOV\ZL� ZWHJL� H[�
6JLHU�;LYTPUHS��3LP[O��
9`HU�OHZ�^VYRLK�OHYK�[V�KL]LSVW�HUK�NYV^�

his businesses and his team has grown to 
���Z[HɈ��>P[O�O\NL�LU[YLWYLUL\YPHS�ÅHPY��OL�

PZ� UL]LY� VUL� [V� TPZZ�
an opportunity, and in a recent appearance 
VU�+YHNVUZ»�+LU��9`HU�YLJLP]LK�H�Z\YWYPZL�
QVI�VɈLY�MYVT�2LSS`�/VWWLU�HUK�HNYLLK�HU�
PU]LZ[TLU[�KLHS�^P[O�7L[LY�1VULZ�HUK�7PLYZ�
3PUUL`��/V^L]LY��VU�SVVRPUN�H[�[OL�ÄUL�WYPU[�
OL�SH[LY�KLJSPULK�[OLPY�ÄUHUJPHS�VɈLY�HUK�[OL�
JVTWHU`�YLTHPUZ�\UKLY�OPZ�THQVYP[`�JVU[YVS���
;OL�TVU[O�ILMVYL�[OL�ÄSTPUN�VM�º+YHNVUZ»�

+LU»��-SH]V\YS`�L_JLLKLK�P[Z����������M\UKPUN�
[HYNL[�VU�(UNLSZ�+LU�PU�SLZZ�[OHU����OV\YZ��
THRPUN�P[�[OL�MHZ[LZ[�L]LY�LX\P[`�JYV^KM\UKLK�
WYVQLJ[�PU�[OL�<2�H[�[OH[�[PTL�
9`HU�OHZ�WSHUZ�MVY�[LSL]PZPVU�JVTTLYJPHSZ��

PUZLY[�Z^HWZ�̂ P[O�(THaVU�HUK�HK]LY[PZLTLU[Z�
[OYV\NO�-HJLIVVR�HUK�.VVNSL��;OL�HPT� PZ�
[V�KV\ISL�VY�L]LU�[YLISL�-SH]V\YS`»Z�J\YYLU[�
customer base, which has already expanded 
rapidly since he started the business three 
years ago. 
,HJO�TVU[O��-SH]V\YS`�Z\IZJYPILYZ�YLJLP]L�H�

ZLSLJ[PVU�VM�LPNO[�ILLYZ�ZV\YJLK�MYVT�HJYVZZ�
1,000 UK microbreweries. The company’s 
ÅH]V\Y�IV_LZ�JVU[HPU�H�YHUNL�VM�LPNO[�[V����
HY[PZHU� MVVK� WYVK\J[Z�� ;OL� I\ZPULZZ� OHZ�
already generated about £1m in sales, and is 
VU�JV\YZL�[V�OP[�[\YUV]LY�VM�����T�[OPZ�`LHY��
^P[O�H�WYLKPJ[LK�YPZL�[V���T�PU������
9`HU�HPTZ� [V�L_WHUK� PU[V�,\YVWL�ILMVYL�

HU�L]LU[\HS�[YHKL�ZHSL�VM�-SH]V\YS �̀�^OPJO�OL�
hopes to complete within the next three years. 
U

Founder 
of 
Flavourly 
is a hit on 
Dragons’ 
Den

feet, ankle and lower legs. As a 
podiatrist his specialist skills focus on tending 
infections, ailments, defects and injuries of the foot and 
lower leg, as well as treating foot and nail conditions 
related to other major health disorders such as diabetes. 
Paul will also provide preventative care and advice on 
improving mobility, independence and the quality of life 
for each of his patients. From these assessments, he 
JHU�WYLZJYPIL�H�]HYPL[`�VM��Vќ�[OL�ZOLSM��MVV[�VY[OVZLZ�
(insoles). 
In the year ahead, Paul will undertake further training 
in the use of ankle mobilisation techniques on the foot 
and ankle, which should be particularly helpful to people 
suffering from arthritis. He also hopes to undertake 
courses in acupuncture, laser treatments for corn 
removal and dry needling for verruca treatments. 
Keep up-to-date with Paul’s business at: facebook.com/
paulsharplespodiatry U

Where 
    are you 
        now?

Paul sets up podiatry clinic 
at Neal's Yard Remedies

Paul Sharples graduated with a 
):J��/VUZ��7VKPH[Y`��ÄYZ[�JSHZZ��
this summer and even before 

graduation, had set up his own 
business with home visits and clinics 
running from Neal’s Yard Remedies 
and Renaissance, Cairneyhill in 
Edinburgh.  
During his degree, Paul visited many 
KPќLYLU[�5/:�JSPUPJZ�HUK�WYP]H[L�WYHJ[PJLZ��
HZ�^LSS�HZ�ZLJ\YPUN�H�]PZP[� [V�:PUNHWVYL�
NLULYHS�OVZWP[HS�̂ OLYL�OL�NHPULK�HU�PUZPNO[�
PU[V�OV^�WVKPH[Y`�PZ�KL]LSVWPUN�PU�HUV[OLY�
JV\U[Y �̀�7H\S�OHZ�ILLU�HISL�[V�HKHW[�UL^�
ZRPSSZ�MYVT�[OPZ�]HS\HISL�L_WLYPLUJL�^OPJO�
OH]L�OLSWLK�OPT�L_JLS�PU�WH[PLU[�JHYL�HUK�
[YLH[TLU[�WSHUZ��
7YPVY�[V�Z[\K`PUN�WVKPH[Y �̀�7H\S�^VYRLK�HZ�
H�ZWVY[Z�HUK�YLTLKPHS�THZZHNL�[OLYHWPZ[�PU�
(\Z[YHSPH��^OLYL�OL�[YLH[LK�L]LY`VUL�MYVT�
VSKLY�HK\S[Z�HUK�H[OSL[LZ��[V�WLVWSL�^P[O�
JOYVUPJ�PUQ\YPLZ��0[�^HZ�K\YPUN�[OPZ�[YHPUPUN�
HUK� L_WLYPLUJL� [OH[� OL� MV\UK� OPZ� [Y\L�
WHZZPVU�MVY�WVKPH[Y �̀�
+\YPUN�LHJO�HWWVPU[TLU[�7H\S�^PSS�WYV]PKL�
WYL]LU[H[P]L�JHYL��KPHNUVZPZ�HUK�[YLH[TLU[�
VM�H�^PKL�YHUNL�VM�WYVISLTZ�HќLJ[PUN�[OL�
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Q.M.U.G.A.  
CONTACTS

Bookings for Madras Lodge
Anne Yokes
T: 07817 328035
E: book@qmuga.ork.uk
Social Secretary
Dorothy Finlayson
4 Brunstane Road North
Edinburgh
EH15 2DT
,!�HSHU�ÄUSH`ZVU']PYNPU�UL[
Membership Secretary
Sylvia Northcott
22 Waulkmill Drive, Penicuik
Midlothian, EH26 8LA
T: 01968-674161
E: sylvia@thenorthcotts.net
Treasurer
Anne Scagell
11 Titanian Pavillion Gardens
Alloa, Clackmannanshire
FK10 2UJ
T: 01259-214688
E: annescagell@virgin.net
Committee and General 
Communication
Maureen Paterson
5/2 Fettes Court, Craigleith Road
Edinburgh, EH4 2DL
T: 0131 332 0097
E:  maureenlpaterson@gmail.com

attended. One nomination for the Committee was received for 
May Stark, who we are pleased to welcome. Elaine Acaster was 
elected to the position of Vice-President.

An update of progress of QMU was given by Dr Richard Butt 
BA(Hons) PhD, Dean of The School of Arts, Social Sciences, 
Enterprise and Management. Many thanks to Richard for his 
informative report. At the end of the meeting, Elizabeth Comrie, 
who was retiring after giving long service to the Committee, was 
WYLZLU[LK�^P[O�H�IV\X\L[�VM�ÅV^LYZ��,SPaHIL[O�^PSS�IL�TPZZLK�MVY�
her support to the Committee.  Following the meeting, members 
enjoyed an interesting and informative talk on the Health and 
History of Chocolate by Nadia Ellingham. This took place at the 
Crowne Plaza Hotel where we had lunch.

On Friday 3 July 2015, I attended the opening of an exhibition - 
The Degree of Master of Science in Art Psychotherapy.

On Friday 10 July 2015, I attended the graduation ceremonies at 
The Usher Hall, which was followed by a champagne reception at 
QMU. This year, the Atholl Crescent Prize was awarded to Grant 
Whitelaw who had obtained a BSc(Hons) Second Class Upper 
Division in Diagnostic Radiotherapy.

Stepping into the Future event

GA DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
28 September 2015, 2pm: Visit to Victorian School, 
)Y\UZ^PJR�9VHK��,KPUI\YNO����3LP[O�7YPTHY`�:JOVVS��
*VZ[�������*OLX\LZ�ZOV\SK�IL�THKL�WH`HISL�[V�84<.(�HUK�ZLU[�
[V�[OL�;YLHZ\YLY�I`����:LW[LTILY������
7YPVY�[V�[OL�]PZP[��̂ L�̂ PSS�OH]L�S\UJO�H[�;OL�=P[[VYPH�9LZ[H\YHU[������
Brunswick Street, Leith Walk, Edinburgh. Pay on day. Contact 
[OL�:VJPHS�:LJYL[HY`�I`����:LW[LTILY������
@V\�JHU�H[[LUK�[OL�]PZP[��[OL�S\UJO�VY�IV[O�
27 November 2015, 12 noon: Visit to Madras Lodge 
;OPZ�^PSS�HSSV^�\Z�[V�ZLL�[OL�PTWYV]LTLU[Z�[V�[OL�OV\ZL�HUK�[OL�
SVM[�
3\UJO�^PSS�IL�OLSK�H[�;OL�6SK�*S\I�/V\ZL��.\SSHUL���7H`�VU�KH �̀�
*VU[HJ[�[OL�:VJPHS�:LJYL[HY`�PM�`V\�^PZO�[V�H[[LUK�[OL�S\UJO�ZV�
[OH[�H�YLZLY]H[PVU�JHU�IL�THKL�
8 December 2015, 12.30pm: Christmas Lunch at The 
Edinburgh New Town Cookery School, 7 Queen Street, 
Edinburgh 
;OL�JVZ[�PZ�[V�IL�JVUÄYTLK�
7SLHZL�JVU[HJ[�[OL�:VJPHS�:LJYL[HY`�I`����5V]LTILY������PM�̀ V\�
^PZO�[V�H[[LUK��*OLX\LZ�ZOV\SK�IL�THKL�WH`HISL�[V�84<.(�
and sent to the Treasurer.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY GRADUATES' ASSOCIATION 
(EUGA)
1VPU� ,KPUI\YNO�<UP]LYZP[`�.YHK\H[LZ�� (ZZVJPH[PVU� �,<.(��
,]LU[Z��84<.(�PZ�PU]P[LK�[V�H[[LUK�ZL]LYHS�,<.(�L]LU[Z�H[�[OL�
7SH`MHPY�3PIYHY`�/HSS��6SK�*VSSLNL��,KPUI\YNO��:LL�KH[LZ�HUK�[HSRZ�
below.
22 October 2015, 12.15pm
Speaker and Talk� ��+Y� @]VUUL�4J,^HU��/VUVYHY`� -LSSV^�
VM�:JOVVS�VM�*SHZZPJZ�HUK�(YJOHLVSVN`��7YVQLJ[�+PYLJ[VY�VM�
,KPUI\YNO»Z�>HY���(�:VJPHS�/PZ[VY`�7YVQLJ[���^OPJO�KVJ\TLU[Z�
[OL�YVSL�VM�[OL�JP[`�HUK�P[Z�WLVWSL�IL[^LLU�� ������ ����(�UH[PVUHS�
PUP[PH[P]L�LU[P[SLK��:JV[SHUK»Z�>HY��^HZ�SH\UJOLK�PU������HUK�+Y�
4J,^HU�^PSS�[HSR�VU�[OPZ�Z\IQLJ[�
*VZ[������
2 November 2015, 12.15pm
Speaker - Mairi Rosko��+PYLJ[VY�VM�:\WWVY[LY�,UNHNLTLU[�
^P[O�+L]LSVWTLU[�HUK�(S\TUP�^PSS�ZWLHR�HIV\[�[OLPY�]VS\U[LLY�
mentoring plan which was launched this summer.
*VZ[������
BOOKING OF EUGA EVENTS
7SLHZL�JVU[HJ[�[OL�:LJYL[HY �̀�<UP]LYZP[`�VM�,KPUI\YNO�.YHK\H[LZ��
�(ZZVJPH[PVU�����)\JJSL\JO�7SHJL��,KPUI\YNO��,/�� 3<�
;PJRL[Z�^PSS�IL�ZLU[�I`�LTHPS�^OLYL]LY�WVZZPISL��7SLHZL�ZLUK�
H�JOLX\L�MVY�����HUK�LUJSVZL�H�:(,�JOLX\L�THKL�WH`HISL�[V�
EUGA.

The QMUGA is open to all members of the QMU and 
HZZVJPH[LK�LK\JH[PVUHS�LZ[HISPZOTLU[Z��(�VUL�VɈ�WH`TLU[�NP]LZ�
SPML�TLTILYZOPW�^OPJO�HSSV^Z�`V\�[V�H[[LUK�PUMVYTHS�S\UJOLZ�
HUK�V[OLY�VYNHUPZLK�L]LU[Z�PUJS\KPUN�[OL�(.4�PU�1\UL��^OPJO�
^PSS�NP]L�̀ V\�[OL�VWWVY[\UP[`�[V�TLL[�̂ P[O�VSK�HUK�UL^�MYPLUKZ��0U�
HKKP[PVU��TLTILYZ�OH]L�HSS�̀ LHY�YV\UK�HJJLZZ�[V�4HKYHZ�3VKNL��
[OL�ZLHZPKL�OV\ZL�PU�.\SSHUL��,HZ[�3V[OPHU��4LTILYZOPW�PZ�VWLU�
[V�HSS�NYHK\H[LZ�HUK�Z[HɈ�HUK�JVZ[Z������H[�NYHK\H[PVU�VUS`��VY�
����[V�Z[HɈ�HUK�HS\TPUP�TLTILYZ�

(�]LY`�^HYT�^LSJVTL�[V�HSS�UL^�TLTILYZ�^OV�OH]L�QVPULK�
K\YPUN�[OL�JLU[LUHY`�`LHY�
*V\SK�HU`�TLTILY�^OV�OHZ�JOHUNLK�[OLPY�LTHPS�HKKYLZZ�VY�

UHTL�WSLHZL�SL[�[OL�4LTILYZOPW�:LJYL[HY`�RUV^�ZV�[OH[�[OL�
database can be updated.

6U�-YPKH`����4H`������ [OL�-PUHSL�VM� [OL�*LU[LUHY`�@LHY�
��:[LWWPUN� PU[V�[OL�-\[\YL��� [VVR�WSHJL� PU�;OL�7PHUV�)HY�H[�
84<�;OL�HM[LYUVVU�ILNHU�^P[O�H�NSHZZ�VM�Äaa�HUK�^LSJVTL�
I`�7YVMLZZVY�(SHU�.PSVYHU��84<»Z�=PJL�7YPUJPWHS��>L� [OLU�
LUQV`LK�H�[V\Y�VM�[OL�:JV[[PZO�*LU[YL�MVY�-VVK�+L]LSVWTLU[�HUK�
0UUV]H[PVU�̂ OPJO�̂ HZ�TVZ[�PUMVYTH[P]L��0[�Z\WWVY[Z�[OL�MVVK�HUK�
KYPUR�PUK\Z[Y`�HUK�TH_PTPZPUN�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[V�KL]LSVW�OLHS[O`�
MVVK�HUK�KYPUR�WYVK\J[Z��-VSSV^PUN�[OL�HM[LYUVVU�[LH��[OL�L]LU[�
JVUJS\KLK�̂ P[O�H�̂ HSR�[V�]PL^�[OL�WYVNYLZZ�VM�[OL�84<.(�[YLL��
^OPJO�^HZ�WSHU[LK�SHZ[�`LHY�
6U�ILOHSM�VM�84<.(��0�̂ V\SK�SPRL�[V�L_[LUK�V\Y�[OHURZ�[V�84<�

MVY�P[Z�HZZPZ[HUJL�HUK�Z\WWVY[�^P[O�[OPZ�JLSLIYH[PVU��>P[OV\[�
84<»Z�PUW\[�[OL�HM[LYUVVU�̂ V\SK�UV[�OH]L�ILLU�Z\JO�H�Z\JJLZZ�
;OL� (.4� [VVR� WSHJL� VU� :H[\YKH`� ��� 1\UL� ����� H[� ;OL�

,KPUI\YNO� 5L^� ;V^U� *VVRLY`� :JOVVS�� :L]LYHS� TLTILYZ�

Madras Lodge
Your special retreat in Gullane
In need of a relaxing break? 

;OHURZ�[V�H�ILX\LZ[�MYVT�NYHK\H[L�
Miss Mary Cunningham White, 
QMU Graduates’ Association 
TLTILYZ�JHU�LUQV`�H�SV]LS`�IYLHR�
H[�4HKYHZ�3VKNL�PU�[OL�ILH\[PM\S�
JVHZ[HS� ]PSSHNL�VM�.\SSHUL��,HZ[�
Lothian. 

9LSH_��LUQV`� [OL�WLHJL��HUK� [OL�
stunning beach walks nearby.
4VKLZ[�YH[LZ�H]HPSHISL!�
3VM[� �ZSLLWZ� ��� MYVT� ����� MVY� ��
nights. 
:WLJPHS���UPNO[�H\[\TU�KLHS�MYVT�
:LW[LTILY!�3VM[!�������
/V\ZL��ZSLLWZ����MYVT�������
;V � IVVR � � HUK � MV Y � TV YL�
PUMVYTH[PVU��JVU[HJ[!��(UUL�=VRLZ 
,!��TSIVVR'XT\NH�VYN�\R



DATES for 
your diary

,]LU[!�Undergraduate Open Day
>OLU!��YK�6J[VILY�����
;PTL!���HT�¶��WT
Where: QMU

,]LU[!�Postgraduate Open Evening
>OLU!���[O�5V]LTILY�����
;PTL!�����WT�¶�����WT�
Where: QMU 
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University student creates new altar 
cloth for St Margaret’s Chapel

Agata and Mike
ZL[�\W�9H^�-PST
(NH[H�HUK�4PJOHLS�Z[HY[LK�9H^�-PST�
Productions together immediately 
HM[LY�NYHK\H[PUN�MYVT�84<�PU������
^P[O� KLNYLLZ� PU� -PST� HUK� 4LKPH��
Connections made through the 
<UP]LYZP[`�OLSWLK�[OLT�NL[�[OLPY�ÄYZ[�
JVTTPZZPVUZ��:PUJL�[OLU�[OL`�OH]L�
ILLU�WYVK\JPUN�TVKLYU��OPNO�X\HSP[`�
ZOVY[�ÄSTZ�HUK�HK]LY[Z�MVY�JSPLU[Z�PU�
[OL� W\ISPJ�� WYP]H[L� HUK� ]VS\U[HY`�
sectors. Their client list has grown 

[OYV\NO�YLMLYYHSZ�HUK�^VYK�VM�TV\[O�
HUK�OHZ�PUJS\KLK�5/:��,HZ[�3V[OPHU�
*V\UJPS��:,7(�HUK�4LU[HS�>LSMHYL�
Commission and many others. They 
OH]L� HSZV� OHK� [OL� VWWVY[\UP[`� [V�
^VYR�PU[LYUH[PVUHSS`�^P[O�[^V�VM�[OLPY�
SHYNLZ[�WYVQLJ[Z�ILPUN�^P[O�[OL�9(�
which commissioned them to make 
H�JHZL�Z[\K`�HIV\[�H�NVSM�JV\YZL�PU�
Canada and the 500 Miles charity 
^OPJO�ZLU[�[OLT�[V�THRL�H�ZLYPLZ�VM�
ÄSTZ�PU�4HSH^P�[V�OLSW�YHPZL����������
MVY�P[Z�^VYR��U

   <<   A graduate of the Costume Design and 
Construction degree created a stunning new 
altar frontal for the tiny ancient chapel located in 
Edinburgh Castle. 

3\J`�+LHK`�KLZPNULK�HUK�JYLH[LK�[OL�UL^�HS[HY�MYVU[HS�[V�
interchange with the original one that had been damaged 
I`�TPJL��;OL����̀ LHY�VSK�NYHK\H[L�̂ HZ�JVTTPZZPVULK�[V�
KL]LSVW�H�Ä[[PUN�KLZPNU�HUK�JVUZ[Y\J[�H�UL^�HS[HY�MYVU[HS�

by St Margaret’s Chapel Guild, the organisation which 
JHYLZ�MVY�[OL���[O�JLU[\Y`�JOHWLS�

;OL�ILH\[PM\S�UL^�HS[HY�MYVU[HS�PZ�UV^�H�RL`�MLH[\YL�
in St Margaret Chapel which is known to be the 
VSKLZ[�Z\Y]P]PUN�I\PSKPUN�PU�,KPUI\YNO��

The Guild has been associated with QMU 
MVY�ZL]LYHS�`LHYZ�K\L�[V�P[Z�HZZVJPH[PVU�^P[O�:[�
Margaret. Knowing its specialism in costume 
KLZPNU��[OL�.\PSK�^HZ�RLLU�[V�VɈLY�[OL�^VYR�
to a student at QMU who could draw on their 
JYLH[P]L�ZL^PUN�ZRPSSZ�[V�KLZPNU�HUK�JVUZ[Y\J[�
[OL�MYVU[HS�
0[� ^HZ� KLJPKLK� [OH[� 3\J`� +LHK`�� H� OPNOS`�

ZRPSSLK�NYHK\H[L�VM�[OL�84<�JV\YZL��^V\SK�IL�
[OL�HWWYVWYPH[L�WLYZVU�[V�KL]LSVW�[OL�JVUJLW[Z�

and sew the cloth. 
3\J`� +LHK`� ZHPK!� ¸0� ^VYRLK� ]LY`� JSVZLS`� ^P[O�

TLTILYZ�VM�[OL�.\PSK�[V�LUZ\YL�[OH[�0�\UKLYZ[VVK�[OLPY�
ULLKZ�HUK�YLÅLJ[LK�[OPZ�^P[OPU�[OL�UL^�KLZPNU�VM�[OL�
HS[HY�MYVU[HS�¹
;OL�KLZPNU�PUJS\KLZ�]HYPV\Z�LSLTLU[Z�^OPJO�YLÅLJ[�

RL`�[OLTLZ��;OL�IVH[�ZPNUPÄLZ�[OL�NPM[�VM�[OL�MLYY`�
^OPJO�8\LLU�4HYNHYL[�WYV]PKLK�[V�VɈLY�ZHML�WHZZHNL�
MVY�WPSNYPTZ�^OV�^LYL�[YH]LSSPUN�[V�:[�(UKYL^Z�MYVT�
:V\[O�8\LLUZMLYY �̀�;OL�UHTL�4HYNHYL[�JVTLZ�MYVT�
H�KHPZ`�SPRL�ÅV^LY�JHSSLK�H�4HYN\LYP[L��ZV�[OH[�ÅV^LY�
is also represented. The Guild wanted to include a 
Celtic pattern and cross – these link to Scotland and 
[OL�*OHWLS��;OL�^H]LZ��^OPJO� MLH[\YL� PU� [OL�THPU�
KLZPNU��HYL�HSZV�\ZLK�HZ�H�[YPT�MVY�[OL�JSV[O�HUK�HYL�
YLWYLZLU[H[P]L�VM�4HYNHYL[»Z�QV\YUL`�MYVT�OLY�VYPNPUHS�
OVTL�PU�/\UNHY`�[V�:JV[SHUK�
3\J`� JVUJS\KLK!� ¸0� OH]L� H� WHZZPVU� MVY�THJOPUL�

LTIYVPKLY`�HUK�0�[OV\NO[�[OPZ�WYVQLJ[�VɈLYLK�TL�H�
^VUKLYM\S�VWWVY[\UP[`�[V�KL]LSVW�H�TVKLYU�KLZPNU��
KPɈLYLU[�[V�[OL�J\YYLU[�JSV[O�I\[�HSZV�PU�RLLWPUN�^P[O�
[OL�OPZ[VYPJHS�JOHWLS���0[�OHZ�ILLU�H�JOHSSLUNPUN�WYVQLJ[�
I\[�VUL�^OPJO�0�HT�L_[YLTLS`�WYV\K�VM�HUK�^OPJO�0�
OH]L�YLHSS`�LUQV`LK�^VYRPUN�VU�¹
;OL�UL^�HS[HY�MYVU[HS�^HZ�\U]LPSLK�H[�H�JLYLTVU`�PU�
:[�4HYNHYL[�*OHWLS�PU�,KPUI\YNO�*HZ[SL�PU�1\UL��U

)VVRPUN�MVY�VWLU�KH`Z�HUK�VWLU�L]LUPUNZ�PZ�UV[�LZZLU[PHS�I\[�`V\�HYL�HK]PZLK�[V�
YLNPZ[LY�H[�^^ �̂XT\�HJ�\R�JSVZL�[V�[OL�[PTL�VM�[OL�L]LU[�

@V\�JHU�JOLJR�V\[�(NH[H�HUK�4PJOHLS»Z� MPST�
WYVQLJ[Z�H[�^^ �̂YH^ÄSTWYVK\J[PVUZ�JVT

things you might 
not know about QMU
����� ���PZ�HIV]L�[OL�ZLJ[VY�H]LYHNL�MVY�P[Z�LTWSV`TLU[�YH[L
VM�84<�NYHK\H[LZ�ÄUK�̂ VYR�VY�NV�PU[V�LTWSV`TLU[�̂ P[OPU�ZP_�
TVU[OZ�VM�NYHK\H[PVU��

�]��Y\UZ�H�:[\KLU[�4LU[VYPUN�:JOLTL��-PUK�V\[�OV^�`V\�JV\SK�OLSW�H�Z[\KLU
KL]LSVW�[OLPY�RUV^SLKNL�HUK�ZOHWL�[OLPY�M\[\YL�JHYLLY�H[�O[[W!��^^ �̂XT\�
HJ�\R�TLU[VYPUN�

��]��OHZ�HU�HLYPHS�ÄST�VM�[OL�JHTW\Z�WYVK\JLK�I`�84<»Z�2PUL[PJ�-PST�7YVQLJ
=PL^�[OL�ÄST�H[!�^^^�̀ V\[\IL�JVT�^H[JO&]$``9 J�)ZI.�

���VɈLYZ�H�^PKL�YHUNL�VM�H[[YHJ[P]L�YVVTZ�HUK�TLL[PUN�ZWHJLZ�^OPJO�HYL
WYLMLJ[�MVY�^VYRZOVWZ��ZLTPUHYZ��I\ZPULZZ�TLL[PUNZ��ZVJPHS�NH[OLYPUNZ�
HUK�JVUMLYLUJLZ��,!�L]LU[Z'XT\�HJ�\R�

���OHZ�JVUK\J[LK�ZVTL�MHZJPUH[PUN�YLZLHYJO�PU[V�[OL�JOHUNPUN�:JV[[PZO
HJJLU[��-PUK�V\[�TVYL�HIV\[�V\Y�^VYSK�YLUV^ULK�ZWLLJO�YLZLHYJO�VU�V\Y�
^LIZP[L��

̂�`]��Y\UZ�H�ZWVY[Z�MHJPSP P[O�HU�L_JLSSLU[�N`T��NHTLZ�OHSS�HUK�HZ[YV�[\YM�WP[JO��
^^^�XT\�HJ�\R�ZWVY[Z

����JHYYPLZ�V\[�YLZLHYJO�PU[V�HUK�LK\JH[PVU�VU�VZ[LVWVYVZPZ
���OHZ�H�Z[YH[LNPJ�WHY[ULYZOPW�^P[O�(SaOLPTLY�:JV[SHUK�(J[PVU�VM�+LTLU[PH
HPTLK�H[�PTWYV]PUN�OLHS[OJHYL�Z[\KLU[Z»�\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�VM�KLTLU[PH�

���VɈLYZ�HU�H[[YHJ[P]L�S\UJO�ZLY]PJL��7VW�PU�MVY�TVYUPUN�JVɈLL�HUK�H�ZJVUL�VY
S\UJO��VY�\ZL�V\Y�ZOVW�[V�WPJR�\W�UL^ZWHWLYZ�HUK�V[OLY�LZZLU[PHSZ��

�^��OHZ�H�UL^�ÄST�º:[LW�PU[V�84<»�MVY�WV[LU[PHS�Z[\KLU[Z�^OV�^HU[�[V�RUV
TVYL�HIV\[�Z[\KLU[�SPML�H[�84<��=PL^�P[�H[!�O[[WZ!��^^^�`V\[\IL�JVT�
^H[JO&]$``9 J�)ZI.��U
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